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INLUCETUA

Come Back, Ebenezer, All is Forgiven
The season of goodwill is over, and we can
comfortably sink back into being our ordinary selves
without the strain of trying to spread all that peace and joy.
Some of us, however, don't seem to have tried very hard.
I'm thinking in particular of two gentlemen who wrote to
Newsweek and had letters published in the December 23
issue.
Mr. Harry Church of Lebanon, Illinois, wrote that
"only if one accepts the ridiculous notion that the poor are
somehow entitled to be carried on the shoulders of the
nation's producers ofwealth can one perceive a 'pinch' of
the poor."
And B. C. "Jim" Burdick, of Excelsior, Minnesota,
wrote to say, appropos a column by Robert]. Samuelson
about welfare recipients and CEOs, "Let's give proper
credit to those who work and let those who don't know
what we think of them."
Apart from announcing that there has been a tie in
the competition for this year's Ebenezer Scrooge Award,
one is left nearly speechless. That such a statement would
be publicly made strikes me as a measure of how far we
have come on the road to the Triumph of All for Which
William F. Buckley Has Hoped. One presumes that even
the most militant of economic conservative gurus might
blush, however, to see some one of the stalwarts actually
sign his name, proudly, to these sentiments. In more
humane times, people who wrote such messages would
probably just sign them "Angry" or (a favorite in local
papers) "A Patriot."
Still, given the baseness of human nature about which
our conservatively-minded friends are pretty continuously
exercised, it is not surprising, is it? For awhile, I kept
hoping that Mr. Church was using irony in calling an
obligation to carry the poor on one's shoulders a
"ridiculous notion." But the rest of his letter makes it clear
that he believes it an affront to be taxed for anyone's
benefit. (His choice of metaphor is arresting, though, for
Christian people, as is the fillip given to the thing by his last
name. "Church Refuses To Carry Poor on Shoulders" is an
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almost irrestistible headline.) Presumably, in his
framework of values, it is also ridiculous to talk about the
poor being pinched, since it is their duty, as it is part of
their definition, to suffer hardship. Why should we be
outraged, or even distressed, to fmd that when cities try to
make their reduced budgets cover their costs, they reduce
the costs of relieving that suffering? Poor people suffer; it
is the way of the world. Who do they think they are?
Mr. Burdick too speaks aloud the words many people
think but have too much sense of shame to whisper. No
doubt he works hard, and pays lots of taxes, Minnesota
being backwardly liberal in social matters. The meanspirited frustration of his words should, I think, be taken
seriously. What would we say in letting those who don't
work "know what we think of them"? I would like to let
them know that I am sorry that they are not working. I
would like to let them know that I am ashamed to be part
of a society that has shaped itself so that people who want
to work cannot find jobs in which they can make enough
money to pay for shelter. I am ashamed to live in an area
where I pass on the streets men with signs saying, "I Will
Work for Food. God Bless You." I am even sorrier to be a
part of the culture in which the increasing truculence and
self-satisfaction of people like Mr. Church and Mr. Burdick
is seen as some kind of triumph. Painful as it is to see the
evidence that liberalism has failed, if these sentiments
represent the evidence that conservatism has succeeded,
count me on the side of failure.
It is as though in our time the ending of Dickens'
little book has been rewritten. In the new version, when
Ebenezer wakes and comes to his senses, he presses
charges against the Spirits for trespass, fires Bob Cratchit,
forecloses on the poulterer's mortgage, kicks Tiny Tim's
crutch out from under him, accepts a takeover bid for
Scrooge & Marley from BCCI and retires to a yacht off
Bimini. Now there's a hero for our times!

0
In the October issue, we wrote a column called "Is
This School Christian?" in which we recommended a
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number of things that students and faculty might read and
discuss at a university that called itself Christian. Among
those suggested were works by C. S. Lewis, John Henry
Newman, Martin Luther King, Jr., or an unspecified
liberation theologian. A person signing himself only
"Disappointed" has written to say that it is evident from this
list that the editor is not a parent, for such choices are far
from what a parent would want his children to read. I hate
to disappoint Disappointed again, but if I have any
qualifications at all, it is as a parent. And if any of our four
children is reading Lewis, Newman, or King-much less
Gustavo Gutierrez- I am a happy woman.

About this Issue
An intriguing mixture of surprises in this issue, with a
lead article about football and baseball, and media, and
how we perceive them. While everybody else is watching
the Super Bowl, you could curl up with this article and find
out why. Or enjoy Julie Costello's careful thinking about a
poem by Robert Browning, too-little-known The Ring and the
Book. Bruce Berner does arrive with the delayed piece
about the Bill of Rights and teenagers, and John
Timmermann will probably make you mad, but we need
our blood shaken up in these dark January days.

0

Peace,
GME

After You Learn to Read Music,
Suddenly It 1\uns and Reads You
Although I was at the movie I could not afford
Alone, and expected to see something light,
Just to get me through losing yet another man,
Still I did not expect the music to be at all
Beautiful, did not expect to come across the ethereal
Delicacy of Chopin, to catch tears in my cupped hands in the dark,
To be fourteen again, playing Chopin for the first time:
But how to form notes sculpted of air and fire?
Chords hinting of something else: earth and water;
The fatal damp of European winters.
All his life Chopin played the pianos of the rich,
And I could live a long time without many things,
Could live a long time without love,
But how live any longer without a piano?
So how will I sleep tonight?
The music in my fingers, under my skinChopin alive after all these years, whispering,
Close your eyes. The music speaks for itself.
The world will continue to break your heart very slowly.

Lori Ambacher
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AM BASEBALL AND TV FOOTBALL
Steven Reames

On the evening of Oct. 16, 1991, I set out to drive
from Spokane to Seattle. The 300 mile trip takes five or six
hours, and since I was traveling by myself, I was counting
on my truck's radio for entertainment. The fact that I'm a
college teacher may help to explain why I was driving a
vehicle without a tape deck, but at least the radio in my '83
Ford does work, and it offers a choice of AM or FM.
That choice, however, depends on being close
enough to an urban area to pick up an FM station. If
you're driving from Spokane to Seattle, that's a problem.
The first 50 miles, the FM comes in just fine as you cruise
on Interstate 90 through Ponderosa forest and out into
rolling wheat country. For the next 50 miles, the rolling
hills turn into great swells and troughs of about 300 feet
and the radio clips out down low, and soon you're without
FM as you cross 50 more miles of flat irrigated desert, then
the canyon of the Columbia, then a low desert mountain
range, and finally, the Cascades. Even when you top
Snoqualmie Pass and get in range of the Seattle stations,
FM remains problematic for awhile as you thread your way
out of the Cascades and their foothills.
I was headed for The Land of AM-Only, a
disappearing frontier scattered throughout the rural
United States-wherever the territory is wide enough or
rugged enough to block FM. It's a place from a different
era in the history of mass communications. AM, of course,
goes just about everywhere. Lots of small towns have local
stations, so it takes a real effort to get out of range, even
during the day. At night, hiding from the sun's
interference and picking up on the old ionospheric skip,
you're never alone. You may not be able to get a particular
station, but you can always get Larry King on some 50,000
Steve Reames teaches ai Spohane Falls Community College, in
the Department of Communicaiions. This is his first appearance
in The Cresset.
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watt wonder from somewhere, anywhere. And if you time
your trip to coincide with a Game of National Importance,
you can get sports. I was in luck.
That evening, the Atlanta Braves were busy shutting
out the Pittsburgh Pirates in Pittsburgh and turning
around the National League Championship Series. KSLC,
from Salt Lake City, 500 miles away (in a straight line), was
coming through loud and clear. I hunkered down and
rode that game halfway to Seattle, transfixed the whole
time. Like a member of the generation before television, I
saw every pitch through the broadcaster's eyes, watched
every play through my ears, and ended up enjoying the
game more than I did any baseball game in years.
It didn't hurt that I was rooting for Atlanta, but that
wasn't enough to account for my level of enjoyment. I
don't follow baseball regularly, and Atlanta, the underdog,
was my incidental favorite. The situation on the following
Saturday afternoon, however, was different. The
Washington Huskies were playing the California Bears in
PAC-10 football . I do follow football, and in cheering the
Huskies, I was cheering a local team. So combining those
motivations with my recent experience of the
Atlanta/Pittsburgh game, I was eager to listen to the
Huskies play the Bears. I found I was able to track a strong
Seattle station a hundred miles into the interior and then
able to pick up another station from the Tri-Cities. I caught
the whole game and was enthused when the Huskies
managed to win, but as a media event the game was a flop.
I couldn't picture the football game adequately; the details
felt vague. My radio experience was frustratingly empty
compared to that of a few nights before. I missed my TV.
And I found myself wondering why radio had so effectively
pulled me into a sport I seldom watch and then kept me at
such a distance from a sport that I watch all the time.
Looking for the answer took me back to another
question: Why don't I like watching baseball on TV?
5

A live baseball game is emphatically threedimensional. It inhabits voluminous space. The drama of a
fly ball depends not only on distance, but on height and
placement. The grand lazy arc of an upperdeck home run,
the heart-stopper that ticks off the glove of a wallclimbing
centerfielder, the hard line shot that hooks foul, the
looping ball that ends in a diving catch or drops for a base
h it, the pop foul that rockets into the lights and hangs
forever while the catcher waves off the first baseman and
finally makes--or doesn't make-the play: They're all out
of TV's league.
As the redoubtable Marshall McLuhan puts it, "1V
tends to be a close-up medium" (317). 1V is the realm of
little men in a box, of "talking heads." It flounders in the
attempt to deal with baseball's size and distance. For one
thing, on a hit of any length, you can't see the ball, even if
the camera supposedly tracks its flight. And the screen
flattens the game, removes perspective, squashes threedimensional flight. Tiny long-ball hitters and twodimensional outfielders are trivialized.
1V does a little better in the infield. It can catch the
ground ball to third and the throw tofirst. It can replay the
double play in slow motion: the shortstop taking the throw
from the second baseman, touching the base, avoiding the
slide, making the throw to first. 1V handles such details
nicely, but what 1V gains in detail on this kind of play, it
loses in context. Infield baseball is circular: After all, a run
is a circuit of the bases. Drama theorist Murray Ross is right
when he says "Home ... is the beginning and the end"
(252). In circular space, many actions can take place
simultaneously, but televison is not circular space. The real
double-play happens all at once, with hitter, runner,
second baseman, shortstop, and first baseman all moving at
the same time in a space of the wrong size and shape for
the 1V screen. In following the ball, 1V edits out the rest of
the action.
In short, the circular space of the infield doesn't look
much better on a flat, rectangular 1V screen than does that
large, 3-D outfield. Within those spaces, the simultaneous
and interdependent movements of the infield are made
linear and discrete by 1V while it flattens and makes tiny
the broadly spacious outfield action.
Even the interaction between pitcher and batter
(which is about all you see most of the time on TV) is
cheapened by the removal of context. TV's foreshortened
view of the pitch makes the pitcher replace the entire
defense; seven fielders' complex and subtle tactical
adjustments just aren't in the picture. The batter is
similarly isolated from base runners and coaches. This
spatial isolation of pitcher and batter also has a temporal
impact. Within the complex choreography of the ballpark,
the slow dance of pitcher and batter has grace, dignity, and
dramatic tension. According to Murray Ross, this context
creates a sense of "expanded and idle time" during which
the fan "is at liberty to become a ceremonial participant
and lover of style." The live game provides "a merciful
6

release" from the "grinding and insistent tempo" of
industrial culture (253). Isolating the pitcher /batter
fragment on the 1V screen reasserts the industrial realm's
monotony. The dance is reduced to just another machinelike job. In short, baseball's ritual is debased by TV's
violations of formal space and time.
So I don't like to watch baseball on TV. Football is
another story.

For better or for worse, football fits in a box. It is
played on a rectangular grid, a "gridiron," which closely
approximates the shape of a television screen. The deep
structure of a grid is digital: it is composed of matching
discrete fragments in a rank-and-file (chessboard) array.
1V is brought to you by a grid of lighter and darker dots
scanned in parallel rows by an electron beam (McLuhan
313). When it brings you football, TV's grid reveals the
gridiron: green, outlined in white, with square corners,
divided every ten yards by white, parallel lines, and divided
across the field (and screen) by two parallel rows of "hash
marks," which also serve to help subdivide the space
between the yard lines, to which, of course, each hash mark
is also parallel. The grid is isometric: The field looks the
same from either side. And the grid looks flat; as Ross says,
"the elimination of perspective ... makes football a perfect
television game (255). The whole arrangement fits on a
recreational television screen as naturally as a spreadsheet
fits the workaday computer screen. Digital space. And
seriously numerical. Those yard lines have numbers to tell
you where you are.
Interestingly, the numbers run only along the
horizontal axis. The only movement that counts is back and
forth in one dimension, a line: Football is linear. If you
move the ball far enough in the right direction, you score a
touchdown. If you don't, you don't. TV couldn't be
happier. Football's essential movement is simply from side
to side on the screen, and it is easy to track. A running back
is large enough to be seen even in a long context shot,
without camera movement. On the other hand, panning to
follow the play is straightforward and clear. Even a thrown
or kicked football is normally visible on a TV screen, and if
the camera moves with the ball, the basic movement is a
horizontal pan. All this is possible because the fundamental
point of view for a TV football game is that of the press
box. The camera and the viewer look down on the action
from the upper reaches of the stadium, an Olymipian
viewpoint which maintains context, keeps the grid intact,
and makes linear movement on that grid easy to follow.
Football's linear movement is packaged in discrete
units: if you move at least ten yards, you get four more
downs. The distance is measured by a surveying crew with
sticks and a thirty-foot chain. If you get caught breaking the
rules, your team is penalized five, ten, or fifteen yards,
again measured-this time by the eyes and the strides of
the referees. These spatial divisions are inseparable from
The Oresset

football's digitalization of time. Every occasion that calls for
a formal or an informal measurement is a break in the
action. That means the action starts and stops after every
play. Unlike baseball, football has a clock, but the action
stops after every ·down even if the clock is still running.
Teams huddle; specialized players shuttle in and out. Timeouts simply ensure a longer break. TV runs the same way.
Of course TV's time-outs take the form of commercials,
and commercials add nothing directly to the coverage of
the game. However, the built-in breaks between plays allow
TV to turn its habitual fragmentation of time and space to
the good.
You can tell where this is leading: I like instant
replay. Like almost everyone else who watches football, I
remain ambivalent about the use of replay by officials to
second-guess calls on the fleld, but I have no reservations
about the informational use of videotape by broadcasters.
It fits the game's use of time. Much of football is played in
the past and future; it is less purely a real-time game than is
baseball. Lots of planning is done in those huddles, on the
sidelines, and in assistant coaches' observation , booths.
That planning depends on observations of what has
happened in both the immediate and the habitual past and
is accomplished through the exchange of information.
"What formation will we use? How will the other team
react? What play will we run? What variations on the play
will we use depending on the other team's initial reaction?"
The answers, or at least the right apswers, depend on
exchanging large amounts of information, the same sort of
information conveyed to the audience by instant replay
and analyst commentary. "How did that last play work?
Where did the blocking assignments break down? How did
the defensive backs cover ·the receivers?" Certainly viewers
will receive an extra dose of violence and drama irrelevant
to play-calling, and the quality of the information will vary
with the quality of the coverage, but viewers will get
strategic information in the mix, and the information will
be delivered while the teams are dealing with similar
information. Rather than distracting viewers from the
action, instant replay keeps viewers intimately involved with
the mental game that continues in the natural breaks in
the physical action.
Television also fits the particular type of complexity
native to football. If baseball's subtle complexity is spatial,
football's obvious complexity is numerical. Start with 22
players on the field. Each is involved in every play-either
with the feinting or with the real punch (McLuhan 326;
Ross 255). That's a large number of individuals to keep
track of. The easy-to-televise grid and the directness of the
linear object of the game allows TV viewers to get the big
picture in real time, but the sheer force of numbers makes
it easy to miss details. Instant replay, nested in the games'
pauses, takes care of that. Simple repetition, shots from
multiple angles and distances, and slow motion-all
complemented by commentary-reveal nuances of
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individual performance and, when handled with skill, add
much to a fan's experience of the game.
Now for the heretical extreme: I like football better
on TV than live. I suppose that means I'm into a pretty
"heady" version of the game, and I will even go so far as to
admit that I actually like Bill Walsh as a commentator. For
me the game is "played" on-screen. I find the incorporation
of in-house circuits and giant replay screens into
professional stadiums a natural, perhaps inevitable,
symbiosis of medium and game.
Radio, on the other hand, just doesn't work as a
medium for football. Ironically, radio is forced by its
inherent limitations into a reduction of football analogous
to TV's reduction of baseball to the pitcher and batter. A
radio announcer inevitably must select a few actions by a
few players to describe. Usually he picks the quarterback,
then a running back or receiver, then whoever makes the
tackle on defense. What's lost is context. In this case the
lost context is the aggregate motion of many people, the
human sea of each play in football which incorporates and
completes individual actions just as the simultaneous
movement of several widely-dispersed individuals
completes the whole play in baseball. TV robs baseball of
space; radio robs football of numerical complexity.
Not only does the radio announcer not have the
means to give the big picture, he also lacks the time to give
isolated details. The sheer amount of information
conveyed by video replay simply can't be conveyed by
words alone in the time available between plays. Radio
reduces football to the worst form of summary, the play-byplay summary, lacking both the rich detail necessary for
fully-described narrative action and the opportunity for
editorial selection and emphasis characteristic of a good
newpaper or Sports Illustrated account of a game. Radio
announcers are rushed into an anxious but tedious pace as
they hurry to convey all they can before the next play.
Their pace is far more rushed than the pace of the game
itself and constantly interrupted by resumed play. Radio
football is tedious without being rich because the medium
doesn't suit the message.
0

But baseball and radio: There's a match made in
heaven, or at least in the good ol' U.S.A. of days gone by.
You have world enough, and time, to play baseball on the
radio. First you get back space: "fountains of auditory
space," says McLuhan (298). The brain is a commodious
place, and a ballpark fits just right in all its dimensions,
delivered to your mind's eye by the announcer's voice.
When the batter hangs one up high into left center field,
you can see it the whole way as the fielder lopes under,
watches the ball descend, and makes the play. The
listener's perspective remains complete and unviolated
throughout. Not only does three-dimensional visual
perspective remain intact, so does the sense of time. On
any outfield play, and on many infield plays, words can
7

keep up with the action; you hear the event in virtual real
time.
Sometimes a play gets complex enough that the
announcer can't tell you everything as it happens. Maybe
he can't tell what happens to other base runners while he's
describing a collision between a runner from third and a
catcher blocking the plate. Don't worry. There will be
plenty of time for him to go back and explain the rest later,
between pitches or between innings, with time left over for
comparisons to famous plays and players of the past. Once
he gets caught up, he can go back to creating context
between pitches, describing the spatial adjustments of the
fielders to each batter, recounting the batter's recent
slump, speculating on the pitcher's tactics, second-guessing
the strategic moves of the managers, and still let you follow
the windup and learn that the pitch is low and away. In
other words, despite moments of fast simultaneous action,
baseball's tendency toward "one-thing-at-a-time" suits the
game perfectly to radio (McLuhan 239).
As I cruised along the highway through the Columbia
Basin, passing wheatfields and sagebrush, I was in no hurry
for the game to end. The longer it lasted, the longer I
would get to enjoy it. Distance equaled time; the size of the
landscape lengthened my journey, and I wanted to stretch
the game to fit. In that wide-open Western space, at the
end of AM radio's long reach, I rediscovered the leisurely
spaciousness of baseball.
Major league baseball matured with radio during the
1920s (Susman 231-32, McLuhan 326). It reigned
unchallenged as the "National Pastime" throughout the
great age of radio and then coasted into the TV '50s. Pro
football, on the other hand, grew from "a minority sect to a
state religion" only in the '60s and only with the aid of
television (Twombly 245; see also McLuhan 326 and NFL
90-92). By the grace of TV, however, football has arrived.
The Super Bowl draws more viewers than the World Series
(Twombly 246; Ross 251). And the cruelest cut of all:
Monday Night Football has taught baseball to play the
entire World Series during prime time.

8

By the time I was born in 1952, television had come
even to Spokane, and I grew up saturated. Sure, I played
Little League, and I loved watching the World Series in
black and white during school hours, but like many of my
generation, as I grew up, my sports allegiance drifted from
baseball to football. TV led the way.
Last week, out on the open road, in rural spaces from
another time, radio reintroduced me to its favorite game.
AM baseball in an AM world. That same radio, however,
made me glad to be back in town in time to watch Monday
Night Football on TV. 0
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BROWNING AND POMPILIA:
THE CONTEMPLATION OF THE OTHER IN
THE RING AND THE BOOK
Julie Costello
The critical response to Robert Browning's The Ring
and the Boolr. has often mirrored the conversation within the
poem-that is, critics have tended to judge the guilt or
innocence of the principal characters in this 17th Century
murder mystery so as to reinforce their own interpretations
of Browning's poetic intentions. Robert Langbaum, for
example, who sees the character Pompilia "presented in
the final judgment as nothing short of a saint" (110),
supports his interpretation by claiming that Browning
sympathetically projected himself into the "facts" of the
case, so as to "apprehend their life" (134).1 William
Walker, however, argues against narrow readings of
Pompilia as an embodiment of absolute goodness, stressing
that Pompilia's monologue, like those of the other
speakers, is constructed from an interested vantage point,
and is thus far from innocent.2 Walker's reading supports
recent deconstructive approaches to the poem, which
argue that Browning's intention was to demonstrate the
impossibility of objectively locating truth.3
The century-old argument concerning the nature of
truth in the poem seems almost inevitably to return to the
question of Pompilia's guilt or innocence. In fact, this
ambiguous point is at the center of the original transcripts
of the case which Browning discovered and then poetically
represented. Of Guido's guilt we have no such doubts. He,
after all, admits to critically injuring Pompilia and killing
her "parents." Yet he bases his defense on Pompilia's
supposed infidelity, and this point is technically left
unresolved. Bottinius notes significantly in Book XII that
"the Court/Found Guido guilty-but pronounced no
word/About the innocency of his wife" (692-3). That this
ambiguity has produced conflicting critical interpretations
of the nature of Browning's own judgmental stance towards
Pompilia is, however, ironic. In using subjective judgments
of Pompilia's moral character as a gauge to support
particular interpretive positions, critics unconsciously fall
into the same pattern which characterizes Pompilia's
Julie Costello is a graduate student in English literature at the
University of Notre Dame. She read an earlier version of this paper
at the faU meeting of the Indiana College English Association.
This is her first appearance in The Cresset.
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accusers and defenders within the poem-people who
work under the mistaken assumption that Pompilia may be
objectively analyzed. In fact, Pompilia's indeterminate
position within the poem is, I would argue, deliberate, and
stems from the fact that she is a woman, at the center of an
issue which is dominated by male voices. The male
speakers who attempt to analyze and reconstruct the truth
of her nature succeed merely in representing various
viewpoints of a patriarchal ideology. Pompilia mirrors, in
fact, the poem's resistance to transcendental objectivity,
while the poem reflects the process through which women
are objectified in society by men, and then come to see
themselves in turn as objects. I would like to suggest that
Pompilia overcomes her status as an object of
interpretation, however, and that this overcoming is the
key to understanding Browning's own relationship to truth
in The Ring and the Book.
When the poet-speaker of Book I in traduces
Pompilia, he says almost nothing about her, but that she is
surrounded by others who seem to engulf her: "Small
separate sympathies combined and large,/Nothing's that
were, grown something very much" (I: 1085-6). The
reader's first impression is shadowy, for we are not allowed
to get a glimpse of Pompilia through the crowd which
surrounds her. This is perhaps the most profound image of
the girl in the poem-an image which borders on absence.
Browning reinforces the reader's initial impression
of Pompilia through the ambiguous use of any symbol
which is associated with her character. He plays with the
arbitrary nature of the signifier in order to suspend the
reader's own ability to interpret the same word as it passes
from mouth to mouth. As signification is systematically
subverted, the reader becomes increasingly aware that each
representation is a reflection of the desires of the
interpreter, and that our own constructions of meaning are
likewise subject to suspicion. For example, the speaker of
Book II, Half-Rome, interprets Pompilia's conduct as a
reflection of his own fears of his wife's infidelity. He
compares Pompilia to Eve (II: 167), and then expands this
reference to include Violante. Later he notes that Pompilia
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"soon looked Helen to the life" (II: 995). We are led to
believe that this speaker associates all women with
duplicity, and authorizes this association with myths.
Classical and Scriptural tradition thus enables the speaker
to authorize his own desire to control that which he fears-female faithlessness.
The metaphor of Pompilia-as-Eve reappears in
subsequent monologues, yet is "read" differently by each
speaker. Tertium Quid calls Pompilia a daughter of Eve,
because he finds Eve's condition as "hardly fallen". That
Eve accepts the blame due her is more desirable than the
later denials of her daughters, whom "ever since prefer to
urge/ 'Adam so starved me I was fain to accept/ The apple
any serpent pushed my way'" (IV: 851-3). Again, this
example tells us more about the position of the speaker
than Pompilia. If he is candidly dishonest, like Eve,
Pompilia is worse than Eve in being dishonestly deceptive.
Unlike Half-Rome, Tertium Quid does not see a radical
separation of male from female, but general duplicity
which reflects his own duplicity. Any sympathy which he
feels for Pompilia is an affectation put on to deceive the
woman he is directly addressing.
Bottinius takes Tertium Quid's argument one step
further. He associates Pompilia with Eve in order to suggest
her pre-lapsarian innocence, while emphasizing that the
fall is inevitable. Bottinius suggests that woman is not
inherently evil, but weak and susceptible to temptation.
The greatest sin of womanhood is that "which unwomans
it, abolishes/ The nature of the woman,-impudence" (IX:
337). In other words, women should be silent and passive,
and thus resist their own inherent nature. His defense of
Pompilia is based on justifYing her guilt, and forgiving her
action, rather than asserting her innocence. By "painting
saintship" (IX: 1400), he desires only to show off his own
artistic skill.
Pompilia also identifies with Eve, but this recognition
allows her to creatively redefine stale imagery. She
sublimates the issue of Eve's temptation and fall to her role
as "mother of mankind," thus focusing on the divine
nature of Eve's role, and identifying herself as likewise
divine in her capacity, as woman, to create life. From this
reinterpretation, Pompilia is able to draw the strength
necessary to authorize a refusal of Guido, noting that her
marriage was not instituted by God as a divine union, as
was Eve's, but "only stipulated for the wealth" (VII: 773). In
this sense, she too manipulates the symbolic reference to
support her intentions.

As each speaker uses the reference to Eve in order to
justifY his own standpoint, the metaphor itself becomes
confused and ultimately dissolves. This happens
systematically to every image which is associated with
Pompilia, the positive as well as the negative. The Other
Half-Rome, for instance, identifies Pompilia as a sacrificial
lamb, suggestive of a Christ-figure, but later notes that
Violante and Pietro considered her a lamb with "golden
fleece" (III: 640). Caponsacchi picks up the Christ image
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and notes that he never touched Pompillia except to carry
her to the couch at the inn "as we priests carry the paten"
(VI: 1594). While he desires to justifY his own innocence
with this simile, he unwittingly reveals his desire to
consume Pompilia by transforming the allusion to Christ
into an image of the Eucharist. The Pope, in his tum, also
sees Pompilia as a Christ-figure, in her ability to "rise from
law to law,/ The old to the new" (X: 1050-1), yet his
willingness to see her as a redeemer reveals his own desire
to be redeemed. Pompilia returns to the symbol of herself
as lamb, but changes the reference to sheep, an image
which conveys her blindness and inability to understand
God's ways during the initial period of her life with Guido.
Pompilia is also characterized as a worm, witch, Madonna,
princess, flower, bird, heifer, and perhaps most
significantly, as a painting, all of which as symbols oppose
and contradict one another, and all of which are
themselves transformed to reflect the individual intentions
of the speakers.
Pompilia is presented, in other words, as
irreconcilable difference, which is itself the heart of the
poem's vision of truth, as that which can never be spoken
with one voice.4 She is the manifestation of the individual
desires of others, as manifested themselves by Browning. As
twice-distanced, she reflects both the ambiguous condition
of women in oppressive patriarchal societies, and the
condition of language itself.
Browning's sensitivity to the plight of women in
Victorian England was a matter of public concern in 1866,
when the poem was published. Kathleen Hickok points out
that "The public debate over women's appropriate role and
status was extremely heated in the 1850s and 1860s as
proposed changes in law and custom began to receive
serious consideration" (18). Browning's poem places at the
heart of this issue the production of language and its
relationship to ideology. In other words, he questions the
role of the poet in reinforcing categories which are
produced to support the structures of society, focusing on
the way language as arbitrary signifier confers authority on
arbitrary, and therefore false systems of meaning, from
which ideologies are constructed. This is emphasized in the
Pope's monologue, for example, as well as in those of the
attorney's, with the emphasis on the interpretation of
Scriptural and Classical texts, and their function as
"containers" of authority. The doctrines of male superiority
and the complementary nature of the sexes which those
texts authorize justifY a radical separation of male from
female, which subsequently influences the representations
of these categories historically, in literature, for example, as
well as in the legal structure of a society, which in
Pompilia's case would justifY a husband's murder of his
wife should she be guilty ofinfidelity.5
The Ring and the Book both reproduces and ironically
questions this process, and Pompilia is the key to
Browning's confrontation with himself over this issue.
Rather than portraying Pompilia as capable of
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understanding and interpreting herself, however, he
focuses on her immersion within the patriarchal ideology.
Like the other monologists, she initially relates to herself as
to an object of analysis which must be confronted if it is to
be understood . From the start, Pompilia's monologue
emphasizes her concern with identity. Encountering
absence, rather than essence, however, her life appears
"old, fantastic and impossible:/ I touch a thing that fades
and fades" (VII: 197-8).
Pompilia attempts to control her representation of
herself, even while standing outside the structures which
would give her that control. Her inability to read and write
is the most obvious example of Pompilia's exclusion from
the processes which define her for others. She declares,
"How happy those who know how to write!/ Such could
write what their son should read in time" (VII: 81-2).
Addressing her fear that her son will later misinterpret her,
she reveals her desire to manipulate his response. She first
notes that she would have her audience explain to him that
her youth was not a true sign of her character, and then
expresses her hope that "he will regard/ The history of me
as what someone dreamed,/ And get to disbelieve it at the
last:/ Since to myself it dwindles fast to that" (VII: 107-110).
Pompilia, however, discovers the truth of her
relationship to her child when she least expects it, and is
thus freed from the imposition of her own selfconsciousness. She first remembers that during her
pregnancy, she felt the child to be "something trulier me
than this myself" (VII: 1426). Later, she is able, to her
surprise, to identify her child's birth with the birth of
Christ. She subtly intuits the significance of a woman's
capacity to contain the other, to be both subject and
object, that significance being itself a type of divinity which
defies misrepresentation. It is true that Gaetano will never
know her, but he will also always know her, as he has been
her. Pompilia reinforces this realization by identifying with
the mother she has never known, claiming that as a result
of reliving her mother's "experience of what hate calls
love," she can now "understand her" (VII: 869-70) . She
furthermore comes to reject that which she has been told
concerning her relationship with the Camparinis, that
"They must not be my parents anymore" (VII: 98), and
decides to accept what her heart tells her about herselfthey "must love me with no difference" (VII: 1283). "My
friends/ ... Nay, father and mother," she cries, "--give me
back my word!" (VII: 1680-1) .
Seizing language as her own, Pompilia becomes a
poet, inscribing her own word on the blank text which has
been herself. She finds her own truth in the union of her
dual condition as both subject and object, and this reflects
Browning's own union with his creation, the poem. The
key to this union, however, is not the subject's empathetic
understanding of the object of reflection, as espoused by
the Romantics, but the object's revelation of itself.
Browning demonstrates through Pompilia that truth
may be obtained "obliquely" only when we relinquish our
January 1992

claims to it. There is no ultimate truth, only
enlightenment, which is produced when the object of
contemplation is allowed to speak to us, without the
dominating imposition of our own subjectivity. In this
reversal of the traditional subject-object dichotomy,
interpreter plays a passive role. ln other words, Browning
demonstrates that truth reveals itself only when we resist
the scientific impulse to dominate, dissect, and categorize
the object of interpretation, but rather allow ourselves to
be transformed by it. He anticipates the question which
Walter Pater will later pose in his preface to The
Renaissance: "How is my nature modified by (the objects)
presence, and under its influence?" (71-2). Truth is
relegated to the future, that is, to the future engagement of
the reader with Browning's text.
Truth is not absent in The Ring and the Book, nor can
it be sympathetically located in the words of the poetspeaker. Rather, truth is self-realization, the only
knowledge which is ultimately possible. Browning
demonstrates that the role of art is to initiate the individual
into a process, not to dictate the course of that process.
Note, for example, the active verbs in the following lines,
which are frequently misinterpreted as containing
Browning's claim to poetic authority: "Art may tell a truth/
Obliquely, do the thing shall breed the thought,/ Nor
wrong the thought, missing the mediate word" (XU: 854-7,
emphasis mine). The poet's and the reader's responsibility,
in other words, is to listen. Truth is not contained in the
work of art, but opened up by it.
As Browning explores the path to artistic truth, so he
reveals an alternative in understanding the nature of that
which is feminine. While it is first necessary to grant
women a voice with which to express themselves as women,
it is also essential to create a space for the feminine which
is free of dominating male constructs. This is as much an
artistic imperative as a societal responsibility, as the work of
art is itself a space which opens-up representational
categories. It is this aspect of The Ring and the Book which
for Browning constitutes its claim to truth, its potential to
"suffice the eye and save the soul beside" (XII: 863 ) .
Notes
1 Langbaum calls The Ring and the Book a "relativist poem,"
but stresses that the poem's relativism does not extend to
the reader's final judgments of character, but to the
"particular conditions of the poem and to the motives and
quality of the character" (114). See The Poetry of Experience,
Chicago, U of Chicago P, 1985.
2 Walker notes that Pompilia's monologue is conditioned
by the concern that her son will misunderstand her, by her
design to fulflll her confessor's imperative through an act
of "reconciliation and forgiveness" ( 48), and by her desire
to clear Caponsacchi. Moreover, she is motivated by the
desire to defend herself before an audience which she
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views as both potential accusers and sympathetic protectors
of her narrative. See "Pompilia and Pompilia," Victorian
Poetry 22 (1984): 47-63.

monologue is the center which holds the poem together, as
she represents the poetic process which is the subject of the
poem.

3 Adam Potkay, for example, claims that The Ring and the
Book "dramatizes the way in which interpretation works in
an arena where no fmal truth is available" (148). See "The
Problem of Identity and the Grounds for Judgment in The
Ring and the Boolt," Vactorian Poetry 25 (1987): 143-57. E.
Warwick Slinn stresses that there is no separate,
transcendental truth in the poem, and no moment which
stands outside of discourse, only "textually produced terms
whose meaning is derived from an unceasing expansion of
textual contexts" (ll5), in "Language and Truth in The
Ring and the Boolt," Victorian Poetry 27.3,4, (1989): 115-133.
John Menaghan suggests that the ring metaphor
demonstrates our destiny to endlessly circle the truth,
without possibility of ever arriving at its center. He claims
that Browning's controlling intention was to "bring us
through an experience of the inaccessibility of, and at the
same time fuel our hunger for, the truth" (266). See
"Embodied Truth: The Ring and the Book Reconsidered,"
University of Toronto Quarterly 52.3 (1983): 263-76.

5 Kathleen Hickok makes this point in Representations of
Women: British Women's Poetry, Westport, CT: Greenwood P,
1984, noting that as conflicting social ideologies during the
period structured the expectations of the reader, they
shaped the products of poetic expression. For an extensive
treatment of the socio-political context of 17th Century
Italy and its relation to Browning's 19th Century British
society, also see Ann Brady's Pompilia: A Feminist Reading of
Robert Browning's The Ring and the Book, Athens: Ohio
University Press, 1988.

4 ln Poetry and Truth in Robert Brouming's The Ring and the
Book, New York: New York University P, 1985, William E.
Buckler makes a similar observation, that is, that Pompilia's
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Zosh's Book of Fatal Accidence
after Nelson Algren
Newspaper clippings litter the floor
around the wheelchair. Odd bits of ads
catch in the spokes, columnists rant fragments
from soapboxes on the desk and sink,
sports heroes homer in the gloamin'
of the unmade bed and the weather
predicts itself from scraps in the cracks
between gray cushions on the couch.
Sophie's been adding to her book again.
She's fallen asleep in the chair, near the radiator,
one arm propping the jowly face up,
the other splayed across the pasty pages
of a frayed scrapbook. Kidnappings are up
sixteen percent this year, and strong-armers
rule the alleyways. Grisly axe murders terrorize
white women in Huntsville, chicken pox
disfigures middle-aged men in Knox County,
a hobo with six fingers on his trigger hand
holds up a bank in Lincoln, Nebraska
before bloody gun battle in streets brings him to justice.
It is these Sophie's been adding to her book again.
And in her dreams Zosh sees Frankie
make the turn for the thousandth time, wheels
screaming, glass shattering and the blessed pole
stopping them from slamming entirely through
a billboard on Ashland. This time the ambulance
gets there in time, the sprouts don't hold up the show,
and the cops are as good as doctors knowing what to do.
She wakes with a start. The final image of her legs,
carrying her anywhere she wants to go, everywhere
except back into the arms of man they call Machine,
like most nightmares, makes her glad she's awake.
Clutching the album to her chest, she smiles a smile
that would drain glee from a mass murderer's glassy eye.
Yes, Sophie's been adding to her book again.

Michael Caldwell
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REVIEW ESSAY

THE END OF THE COLD WAR: EUROPEAN UNITY, SOCIALISM AND THE
SHIFT IN GLOBAL POWER
Shalini Venturelli

Georg Friedrich Hegel wrote in his Lectures on the
Philosophy of History, at a time when the Holy Roman
Empire was in rigor mortis, that history had come to an
end and that the time of post-history was dawning. He was
referring, of course, to the history of the bourgeois age.
Two centuries later, Francis Fukuyama refers in identical
language to the end of history in a September 1989 New
York Times article. And two years later, the Soviet Union
stands in the midst of its ruinous experiment in forced
social construction and the United States finally faces the
real consequences of the end of World War II. In a sense,
Americans had lived for fifty years as if the Second World
War had not really ended.
Historic Hegelian prescience pointing across the
centuries? A Gibbon-esque cycle of decline and fall of
empire? Or the end point of the evolution of ideologies?
Writing in The End· of the Cold War, Bogdan Denitch, a
professor of political sociology at the Graduate Center of
the City University of New York and a citizen of Yugoslavia
would opt for the last explanation. The state that emerges
at this end point, he might agree, is one that is liberal, with
human rights, democratic in form of government,
universalistic and economically homogeneous. What does
such a state have in common with the dawn of the
bourgeois age, or the Great-Society social-experimentation
age? Denitch, I imagine, would insist, very little.
After all, as Mary Kaldor has written in The Imaginary
War. Understanding the East-West Conflict (1990), the Western
world, in particular the United States, has indulged itself in
a 50-year fantasy about "the cold war"-an imaginary
scenario about the nature of modern history that has
maintained a powerful grip on our collective
imagination-and must now unravel this fictive narrative as
it watches half of the European continent reconstruct itself
without benefit of superpower rivalry.
A prevailing sense emerges, in Denitch's forcefully
expressed argument, that there isn't much time for
psychological indulgences and/or adjustment from a
Shalini Ven turelli is a member of the Department of
Communication at VU, presently on leave to pursue graduate
studies at the University of Colorado.
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tightly categorized world to a truly democratic and diverse
world. He pleads for the same interventionist intensity in
the fate of Europe that the United States supported during
decades of military build-up; this time, though, it is for new
decades of real democratic participation based on
tolerance and social justice, regardless of whether or not
emerging European societies precisely replicate U.S.
market economics. Among the possible consequences of a
numb U.S. response might be an eruption of
ethnocentrism and violence on a scale not seen in Europe
since the defeat of the Nazis.
This is because democracy in not a natural condition
of advanced industrial societies, regardless of what theorists
of the linkage between the market and democracy claim. It
is perfectly possible to acquire the infrastructure of
industrial technology without the social structure of
democratic participation. The question, Denitch asks, is
whether the United States is merely interested in the
imposition of an "open market system" or whether it truly
cares to nurture broad social participation in the new
Central and East European states. Denitch does not
presume capitalism and democracy to be equivalent terms,
as do Americans for ideological or naive reasons.
The difference, obviously, is in the way the past is
interpreted. The American orthodoxy, reflected in such
recent works as William Hyland's The Cold War is Over
(1990), continues to profess belief in Soviet Communism's
implacable hostility to the fundamental ideas of the West.
Gorbachev, in this context, is seen as discontinuous, a
temporary aberration born of economic necessity and
Western military pressure, when in fact the Russian
Reformation, so to speak (delayed by a few hundred years),
has gone far beyond that. Thus fundamental counterhostility to theories of social equality and justice persist in
the imagination of American intellectuals.
The socialist orthodoxy, on the other hand,
represented by Denitch, sees not discontinuity in events in
Europe since 1989, but continuity in the convergence and
higher evolutionary development of democratic socialism
that began more than two centuries ago with the French
Revolution. British and American political systems, he
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argues, are derived essentially from eighteenth-century
elite Whig politics, emphasizing class antagonism and
economic Darwinism; whereas democratic theories evolved
on the European continent since the French Revolution
regard Anglo-Saxon political theory as a primitive version
of capitalism inconsistent with modern and post-modern
social order. The discontinuity for the socialist orthodoxy,
therefore, was first Fascism, then Communist seizure of
power in the Soviet Union and Soviet hegemony in Eastern
Europe matched by U.S. hegemony in Western Europe.
Now that the "discontinuous history" has come to an end
(using Hegelian terminology), true democratic socialism,
not capitalism, will triumph across Europe.
The Anglo-American centered view of the world,
articulated by Mr. Hyland, editor of Foreign Affairs, fmds it
difficult to concede that there is an independent
democratic tradition in Central Europe. This culturallybound view of democracy-a Whig theory of history, as
Denitch calls it-bears also a historical hostility to great
democratic revolutions and to national liberation struggles
worldwide. It is an ethnocentric interpretation that fails to
recognize the history of Hussite and Protestant rebellions
in Bohemia, Hungary, and Poland roughly
contemporaneous with the rise of Protestant parliamentary
power in England. Nor does it seriously reflect on
Czechoslovakia's exemplary parliamentary democracy
between the wars till it was sold out to Hitler's Germany at
Munich by France and Britain. Since the end of the war,
the region has been full of struggling cooperative
movements, democratic peasant parties, social democratic
parties and trade unions.
While the history of democracy has developed in
historically diverse and culturally specific directions on the
European continent, so has the history of European
capitalism. Denitch points out that the European
Economic Community (EEC) representing the interests of
West European states has been, since its founding,
committed to a mixed economy including a substantial
state-owned sector and an extensive welfare system all
wedded to Keynesian fiscal policy. Such a system -not the
Milton Friedmanite freemarket utopianism that U.S.
conservatives believe has universal application-was the
basis for the European economic miracle; the longest
sustained period of growth in modern history.
Today, despite their protestations against and
aversion to the term "socialism," Europeans simply cannot
accept punishment in the marketplace in the way
Americans and the British are resigned to. Across the
continent voters have generally supported broad social
programs and democratic legislation to modify the raw
forces of the marketplace. In modern European
democracies, an attack on the welfare state is an attack on
the legitimacy of the social order itself. Therefore, Denitch
argues, the process of democratization is in real danger if it
were to be accompanied, for any sustained period, by
massive unemployment and cutbacks in social services.
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There are many reasons for this, but chief among them is
that such a social and economic system permits class
compromise as opposed to class confrontational assaults on
unions and social standards that have permeated the
Anglo-Saxon democratic tradition.
Moreover, the practice of nationalization of sectors of
the economy does not have its origins in left-wing political
culture, but goes back in modern times to Bismarck and to
the Fascist period. After the war, the corporatist structure
simply remained. The Left acquired an honorable history
during this period and was never perceived as unpatriotic
(as it sometimes is in the United States) because it
comprised the resistance movement toward the Nazis and
toward fascism. Following the war, the Left forged a social
compact with the Right for two decades, with Western
European welfare-state policies developing during the
politically consensual postwar years. Social entitlement
programs and 25 years of prosperity have revolutionized
the condition of working classes throughout Western
Europe.
What would be the results, therefore, if the Left were
not allowed to prosper in Europe, particularly in Central
and Eastern Europe, through market, reform, and
capitalization pressures exerted by Western governments
and Western banks? Denitch offers a blunt answer: violent
nationalist and ethnocentric movements from the Right.
Glimpses of such a future can be observed in the disturbing
growth of the neo-nazi right wing in Germany and Le Pen's
anti-immigrant movement in France.
Europeans distinguish between what French theorists
call pays riel and pays ligal. Real country is defined by
tradition and kinship as opposed to legal country defined by
laws, government bureaucracy, citizenship. Anticosmopolitanism is an ugly but natural response to pays riel
(cultural identity) and to the spreading disintegration of
the social/political structures of the old Soviet empire.
Thus, under this argument, democracy in Europe can only
be achieved with the active participation of the Left and of
existing trade union movements as part of the gradual
adoption of pays ligal (national identity) frames of social
reference. Europeans would term this "social democracy."
But with authoritarian communism and "raw"
capitalism in decline-both overarching worldviews are
rejected as models by Denitch-social democracy, as
presently conceptualized, is in danger of becoming
similarly decadent. This is because new social movements
are in the process of replacing the traditional parties of the
left and right as centers of political activity. Even in the
United States, social movements such as gay rights,
women's rights, homeless advocates, peace activists,
environmentalists, etc. threaten to organize and take over
the "party insiders" within the major political parties (the
Democratic Party, in particular). Movements on the right
include racist and nationalist movements as well as
religious fundamentalism and national populism, currently
mushrooming in Europe. Not fitting so neatly into this
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dualism, but with social consequences of their own, are
inherently anti-political and post-political movements like
Eastern religions and other New Age phenomena.
But the New Left movements, Denitch insists, will be
most significant to the future of Europe because they form
a natural part of the future majority coalition that is
prominent in every major European government and in
the European Parliament. Social democracy, according to
this view, should absorb the lessons of the new social
movements, the Greens in particular, and develop a
strategy for moving beyond advanced welfare-state
capitalism to a democratic socialist society.
Denitch is stumbling to conceptualize a post-modern
ideology. The book is an admission to the failure of Marxist

economic determinism in Europe by a committed socialist.
It is also the search for a new conceptualization of the role
of the left in the institutionalization of Eurodemocracy and
of a particular historical and cultural interpretation of the
liberal tradition. What is missing in his construction of this
new social order, however, is a new theory of society to
contain his rationale for the transformation and
metamorphosis of the central notions of a democratic state
grounded in real and broad social participation.
And it is only in the presence of such a new theory
that American intellectuals might be persuaded to concur
that the social welfare state is a principle of organization of
postmodem industrial democracies; that it is a part of the
democratic social contract, a civic right, not for political
bargaining.

Henry Adams to Charles Milnes Gaskell, Fall, 1869
... in fact, nothing less than sheer poverty
shall induce me to pass another year
in the dusty confines of Washington.
Now then, where may we sometimes meet alone
and by the fire help waste a sullen day,
what time we can from the sad season gaining?
Here I am the gay debauche, trotting
from cotillions to cabinet dinners,
tossing those bland sparks of wit newspapers
like to attack me for. Controversy
follows the life of the bohemian.
Your projects of entertaining ladies-as much as I miss truly dry champagneappeal less than moral talk right as rain ...

Michael Caldwell
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Happy Birthday, Sweet
200; Happy Birthday,
Sweet Sixteen
Bruce Berner
Nothing so sharpens one's focus
on a complex subject as discussing it
with teenagers. Enter that process at
your own risk, but be sure to bring the
following working assumptions: (1) all
intellectual baggage, regardless of how
long ago you assembled it and with
how much care, is subject to being
unpacked; (2) arguments which all
your life passed without challenge in
mature, adult discourse, sound for all
the world, when you articulate them to
teenagers, like the assertion, "three
chickens plus four baseballs equals
blue"; (3) teenagers are concerned
about the same things we are, only
different.
This fall, Valparaiso University
has been observing the bicentennial of
the ratification of the Bill of Rights.
The celebration has included forums
on each of the ten amendments
conducted by scholars of national
repute and culminated in a service of
rededication to the Bill of Rights in
the Chapel of the Resurrection on 15
December, the date of final ratification
m 1791.
This semester-long
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commemoration was conceived by
Dean Ed Gaffney of the law school,
who received the inspiration while
travelling by car across the great
western expanse of the United States
on his way to Valparaiso. Never doubt
the power of "spacious skies." With
the cooperation of local schools, some
of us have been conducting sessions
with junior-high-school and highschool students, speaking either to
classes or larger groups in assembly
about the Bill of Rights. (When was
the last time you got to go to "an
assembly"?) It was at these gatherings,
in Valparaiso and Portage, IN, that I
furthered my education about both
teenagers and the Bill of Rights.
Having quietly tolerated my
opening remarks, students were
invited to cut to the chase: What
questions or comments about the Bill
of Rights were on their minds? Prior
to the first few presentations, I
dreaded this moment most. What if
they have no questions? What if I'm
forced to do 50 minutes of stand-up
stuff on, say, the Third Amendment
troop-quartering provision? Will my
own children ever live this down? (I
had this daymare in which I bombed
so badly at my sons' school that they
began the rumor that they were
adopted.) This dread passed quickly,
replaced with the reality that students
were both angry and puzzled about
constitutional issues and welcomed the
chance to discuss them. As with most
of us, when the conversation remained
abstract, the students gave only polite
attention. The moment that their own
interests were clearly implicated, when
we no longer were speaking of the
vague right of others to worship and
assemble but about why these

particular teenagers might not be able
to listen to Two Live Crew, then the
gloves came off.
Because I did not direct the
discussion other than by distributing a
copy of the Bill of Rights, the sessions
were a good experiment in what,
within the boundary of legal topics,
the teenage mind is concerned with.
The only introductory hypothetical I
used concerned the religious freeexercise provision, a subject which
drew few takers. Three subjects
consumed at least 95 percent of the
discussion: privacy, censorship, and
guns, each emanating from incidents
drawn primarily from the home or
school environments.
Privacy. The freedom from
unreasonable searches and seizures is,
of course, at the heart of the fourth
amendment. Justice Brandeis' famous
dictum that the "right to be let alone"
is "the most cherished right of civilized
man" resonates and rings in school
halls. Teenagers see three villains:
police, parents, school officials (and
not necessarily in that order).
As to police behavior, students
were very curious about the rules:
"When can they search a house?";
"When can they search a car?"; "What,
exactly, does 'probable cause' mean?";
"How do they get a warrant and when
are they required to?" Although a few
evidenced some personal exposure to
police, most of the questions seemed
to come from crime-drama on TV,
which provides a mostly false picture
of police work and constantly
misportrays search-and-seizure law. (I
always tell my Criminal Law students
that if they want an accurate picture of
American police, tune out Hill Street
Blues and progeny and turn on to
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Barney Miller.) One particularly
memorable exchange occurred in a
Portage school, where they must
remember me as "Mr. Tact":
Berner: ... and, therefore, police
must ordinarily have a search warrant
to enter a home for investigative
purposes.
Student: Well, maybe if they're
investigating a violent murder or
something, but do they need one just
to look around?
Berner: Yes, except in cases of
clear emergency.
Student: Well, I don't know. Bob
comes every week just to look around
and he's never showed me a warrant. I
guess I'll complain to him now; I
didn't know my rights before.
Berner: (Stalling for time and
clearly bewildered.) I guess it would
help me to know who "Bob" is. Is he a
policeman?
Student: No, he's my parole
officer!
Class: (Pandemonium)
Parental searches, of course,
present a different constitutional
problem because the Bill of Rights was
intended as limiting government, not
private parties. This so-called "state
action" requirement is unproblematic
to lawyers who would never think of
parental investigation as raising legal
issues. What came clearly into focus
for me was the reality that a person's
interest in privacy does not change
much with the intruder. Teenagers
understand
that
the
legal
consequences, and perhaps the
motivations, of a Mom or Dad search
are different from a police search, but
they are nevertheless offended and
hurt, perhaps in a more profound way,
by such intrusions. If I remember
nothing else from these sessions, I will
never forget what one eighth-grade
girl from Valparaiso said during the
discussion. The vocabulary, emotional
intensity, and pure analytical insight of
the remark was stunning. Sitting in
the front row, she said quietly, "My
Mom says she wants to trust me.
Could you please tell her that trust
entails her not looking through my
18

purse?" Wow! Issues of parental
discipline are complicated and
controversial. Some experts (and
nonexperts, too) would argue that full
privacy should not be accorded to
teenagers. I don't know the answer,
but I can report that the question
smells different when you're looking
down the barrel at 50-100 teenagers. If
you want to persuade them they
should not have significant privacy, I
can get you the gig.
Until recently, the Supreme
Court viewed public school officials as
acting in loco parentis, and, therefore,
not subject to fourth-amendment
restraints. In a case arising in New
Jersey, the Court held, in 1987, that
public-school officials were state
actors, and, thus, subject to this
prohibition. This decision correctly
recognizes that school officials are
charged with maintaining a positive
learning environment for all students
and should not be expected also to
embody the special solicitousness of a
parent to each child.
Because
maintaining
an
educationally conducive environment
is both critical and complex, school
personnel may constitutionally operate
with fewer res train ts than police.
Warrants for searches on school
property (lockers, purses, etc.) are not
necessary and "probable cause" is
replaced with the less stringent
requirement of "reasonable suspicion."
And, of course, the objects of search
are broader-not only evidence of
crime, but evidence of any violation of
school rules (including such things as
cigarettes, T-shirts with violent themes
or alcohol ads, etc.) But there are
now, at least, some restrictions on
searching by teachers, principals, etc.
(The biggest villains here are sinister
folks called "vice-principals." Like
Associate Deans, their job descriptions
charge them officially to offend
people.) And the students are
particularly interested in knowing just
what those restrictions are. One issue
recurred here as it does in police.
Although the law requires that the
state searcher have a basis for search, it
does not, for the most part, require
that reason to be communicated to the

search's subject at that time. Much of
the resentment could, I think, be
removed if the searcher extended the
courtesy of explaining the search's
purpose more fully. There will, of
course, still be cases of honest
disagreement about whether or not a
particular school rule is educationally
necessary. Students believe that some
of the searching at school serves no
purpose other than harassment, that it
is, in the current argot of the teenager,
"bogus."
Censorship: Teenagers are
generally suspicious of adults who
"censor" things. They understand that
some materials are inappropriate but
do not easily understand why they
shouldn't participate in making that
judgment. When adults dictate which
movies or records they cannot
experience, what clothing is
inappropriate, teenagers experience
both confusion and anger. These were
for me the most interesting yet
uncomfortable discussions. It helped
when I could get the word
"censorship" itself out of play.
Student: I don't believe in any
form of censorship.
Berner: Let's say you go with
your friends to a movie that you very
much want to see. Maybe, say, with
Tom Cruise. [Giggles of approval]
You're enjoying it immensely.
Suddenly, I walk in front of the screen
and begin a lecture on the Bill of
Rights. Would you like to censor me?
Student: Well, that's not
censorship.
Berner: Why not? You're going
to make me stop talking, right?
Student: Yeah. But that's not
censorship. Censorship would be if we
stopped you when we shouldn't.
Berner: Good. Let's talk about
when we should and should not stop
people from talking or listening or
reading and just get rid of the word
censorship.
Student: [with that shrug
teenagers reserve for thick adults]
O.K., if you want it that way. It's a
perfectly good word, though.
Most of us who buy into the firstThe Cnsset

amendment "marketplace of ideas"
ideology concede only a few narrow
exceptions for censorship, e.g.
defamation, falsely shouting "fire" in a
crowded theater, etc. But even those
most sensitive to censorship are
ordinarily willing to carve out a fairly
large exception when children are
involved. This remains unproblematic
provided one need not talk to
teenagers about it for, not surprisingly,
they cannot appreciate the perspective
that age brings to the age question.
They certainly do not view the
exception as "protective" of their
interests development. All of my
attempts to link freedoms with
responsibility played no better in the
classroom than they play around the
dinner table.
My only moderate success story
here was with a male junior who
looked strong enough to throw me out
of the auditorium: "So you 're saying
that freedom and responsibility grow
up together in a way. As we are
required
to
take
on
more
responsibility, we get to make more
choices."
Berner : Yes, that's a good way of
putting it
Student: [With that twinkle that
says, "I got you now"] But I know
some adults who are not very
responsible at all. How come they get
the full freedom?
Berner: That's a great point and
I'm sure I cannot completely answer it.
There comes a time where you just
have to give up trying to make people
responsible and hope they get it right.
But we're deathly afraid of giving up
too early. Can we have a few more
years with you folks?
Student: [After considerable
thought] Sure. Don't cost nothing.
I was so touched by his response
and, at a selfish level, so interested in
consolidating this small victory, that I
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wimpishly avoided any follow up on
the cost issue. Mter all, only adults,
responsible or irresponsible, should
have to fret about taxes.
My greatest surprise in this
venture is the fervor which many
teenagers have on the gun-control
question. I would suspect vociferous
cleavage on this issue in an urban
environment, but not in Valparaiso.
At least none of my children or their
friends ever talk about it. And if there
were strong sentiment, I would have
guessed it to be pro-control. There is
some of that but there is a very strong
pro-gun sentiment active among
teenagers; sporting use accounts for
some but notions of protection from
violent crime, the "if guns are
outlawed, only outlaws will have guns"
idea, runs very strong among
teenagers. We talked about the
empirical data, about the fact that the
FBI has shown that when a gun is
introduced into a home it will, if it kills
anyone, kill a family member 85
percent of the time. Yet there is
something in the sentiment resistant
to empirical refutation; the psychology
of control and loss thereof appears a
major part of the gun controversy.
The autonomy cost implicit in gun
control is, after all, much like that in
censorship. Teenagers, and many
adults for that matter, are much less
concerned with guns or teeshirts or
hairstyles than with the power to
choose about such things. Several
years ago, we had an elective course at
the law school which virtually all
second-year students took. For sound
pedagogical reasons, the faculty made
it a required course. The student
reaction was stunning in its hostility;
the fact that they would have chosen to
take anyway was treated as irrelevant.
If you can make sense of that, the
teenage position on guns is easier to
understand.
All of these discussions had very

positive meanings for me. For one
thing, the experience produced in me
a
renewed
mystic
awe
of
schoolteachers. The hours (as many as
seven classes a day), the conditions (if
you stand in the hall during classchanging, you can watch all Newtonian
principles demonstrated at once), the
low pay (a long-recognized national
scandal), and the brute fact that
teenagers present a never-ending
mixture of challenge and dedicated,
caring hard work argue, I think, for
"automatic sainthood" for those adults
who toil in these places.
Moreover, it was a thrill for me to
watch young students beginning to
appreciate the American ideal that,
although the majority rules much of
the time, each of us has large freedom
and responsibility to work out our
destinies free from the dead weight of
governmental control or the
suffocation of popular opinion. One
high-school freshman came up after
class, clutching her copy of the Bill of
Rights, and said, "This is very short,
but there's some awfully good stuff in
here, isn't there?" Yep, not bad.
Mixed with the usual anxieties of
growing up is the desire to be grownup
and be treated as such. As teenagers
ourselves and then parents, we know
the frustrations and joys of working
through these times from either side.
Part of the benefit of such "working
through" is our long overdue revision
of our reactions to our own parents.
As I left for college, my Dad told
me, "Son, when you were seven, your
mother and I thought our hearts
would break when you left home. But
God, in his infinite wisdom, turned
you into a teenager."
Thank God for parents, for
teachers, for the Bill of Rights; and, by
God, while the prayer is easier to utter
some days than others, thank God for
teenagers. 0
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Campus Diary:
Disappearing Acts
Arvid Sponberg
In Disappearing Through the
Skylight, O.B. Hardison, Jr. discusses
how, in the twentieth century,
"verities" in many areas of life have
altered to the vanishing point. In the
final chapter, Hardison suggests that
humanity may be altering itself out of
existence by shifting the material
ground ofintelligence from carbon to
silicon.
The disadvantages of carbonbased life are numerous, according to
Hardison. Microscopic organisms prey
on it. Its regulatory codes regularly
malfunction. It is fragile. In order to
thrive, it requires a precise correlation
of gravity, gases, pressures, and
temperatures. It is plant-centered, but,
perversely, it is voracious: "The Price
of human success has been
deforestation, desertification, water
pollution, extinction of species, ozon~
depletion, smog, and the Greenhouse
effect. Evidently, the more successful
carbon man is, the more hostile the
environment becomes" (335).
By contrast, silicon-based "life"
has many advantages. Its designs
usually include redundant features.
When necessary, replacing parts does
not require expensive surgery.
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Microbes do not attack it. It functions
well in hostile conditions, such as
oceans and deserts, and in the . bitter
emptiness of space. The adaptability of
silicon devices is of such a high order
that "in the 40 years of their existence,
they have already evolved further than
carbon life in its first two billion years"
(337).
Hardison caps his book with two
statements describing the end of
humanity. The first, functional and
bleak, is a quotation from an article by
William McLaughlin of the Cal Tech
Jet Propulsion Laboratory that
appeared in Interdiscplinary Science
Reviews in 1983: "Judging that the
current direction in machine design is
not a dead end ... the close of the 21st
century should bring the end of
human dominance on earth." (333).
The second, elaborate and
beautiful, is a quotation from William
Butler Yeats' poem "Sailing to
Byzantium":
Consume my heart away: sick with desire
And fastened to a dying animal
It knows not what it is; and gather me
Into the artifice of eternity.
Once out of nature I shall never take
My bodily form from any natural thing,
But such a form as Grecian
goldsmiths make
Of hammered gold and gold enameling
To keepa drowsy Emperor
awake:
Or set upon a golden bough to sing
To lords and ladies of Byzantium
Of what is past, or passing, or
to come. (347-8)
Hardison's book is too concise to
consider more than a few of the
important ramifications of this change.
For example, he doesn't predict
whether the SAT will survive in the
silicon era, or whether SAT scores will

improve or decline. Probably he would
say that the SAT will just disappear.
Nor does Hardison note whether this
transition to silicon comes in one of
the four stages of Giambattista Vico's
taxonomy of civilization. (It looks to
me like it could be any of the stages
except number three. We may even be
experiencing ricorso! One wishes that
Hardison had cleared up some of
these details.)
Vico, who influenced another
Irish writer, James Joyce, was
fascinated by cycles. He believed that
history occurs in them. His theory
figures prominently in Hayden White's
Metahistory and The Content of the Form,
which I have not read. However, the
Canadian author Steven Bonnycastle
gives a handy summary of Vico in his
primer, In Search of Authority: An
Introductory Guide to Literary Theory.
(Canadians do all right as long as they
don't cheat in the sprints. I hear their
medical system works better than ours,
too.) Briefly Vico theorized that any
civilization developed in four stages:
The Age of the Gods (little social
organization); The Age of Heroes
(class divisions are established); The
Age of Humanity (written law; equal
rights); and The Age of Dissolution
apd Ricorso, or recycling (human
origin of verities is revealed; private
pleasure dominates the public good) .
To me Vico's views and
Hardison's seem incompatible. IfVico
is right, and everything recycles, then
the transition to silicon will have only
marginal effects on the kinds of things
that can be known and the ways of
knowing them. But if Hardison is
right, and humanity itself is
disappearing, and if this is a kind of
"progress," then what we know here
and now, and how we know it, seems
of little importance:
Throughout my lifetime, we have
The Cresset

worried that humans will annihilate
themselves in a nuclear holocau st.
President Bush eased our anx i ety
somewhat this fall when he said that
the United States would make all of its
tactical nuclear weapons disappear.
But the disappearance of the Soviet
Union leaves me afraid that 30,000
nuclear warheads may become
commodities in a new and yet-more
hellish economy of intimidation. The
Soviet Union's successor states need
money. Certain oil-rich and militarily
aggressive nations want nuclear
weapons.
Now, beyond these
provincial human squabbles, comes
Professor Hardison saying that it is not
our passion for destructive, but for
constructive technology that poses the
greater threat to the survival of human
nature.
These ultimate concerns may
seem, at first, to have small relevance
to the duree de la lumien of this campus
in a small segment of the space-time
continuum. But I see signs that we are
preparing for our disappearance
rather as Peter and Paul may have
prepared for theirs while expecting
the return of the Savior, a transition of
greater importance that that
anticipated in Hardison's pages.
Without knowing exactly when, where,
or how the change would happen, they
traveled,
wrote,
exhorted ,
collaborated, conspired, to build the
faith of souls, which seem to be made
neither of carbon nor silicon.
1) In June, the University
declared a six-month hiatus in the
planning for a new visual and
performing arts center. The reasons

are practical and sound. To proceed
with the money now in hand would
mean reducing the size of the facility.
Stretching the fund-raising periodmay
enable us to build a full-sized teaching
and performing center that will be a
first-class venue through the 21st
century-or until the Disappearance,
if Hardison is right.
2) The English Department has
been selected by the Modern
Language Association and the Fund
for the Improvement of Post
Secondary Education to be one of 31
departments to participate in a threeyear-long English curriculum review
project.
As we stated in our
application, we want to better prepare
to teach students who must function in
a more diverse world-one that
includes both carbon and silicon-based
intelligence . The old categories of
scholarship may be disappearing. We
need to welcome innovation without
simply adding to the aggregate tasks
we already set for our students and
ourselves.
It is fitting for us to do both these
tasks on this campus because, in the
words of Camille Paglia, "Religion,
ritual, and art began as one and a
religious or metaphysical element is
still present in all art .... Art is a
ritualistic binding of the perpetual
motion machine that is nature. The
first artist was a tribal priest casting a
spell, fixing nature's demonic energy
in a moment of perceptual stillness ....
The modern artist who merely draws a
line across a page is still trying to tame
some uncontrollable aspect of reality"
(from Sexual Personae: Art and Decadence

from Nefertiti to Emily Diclr.inson as
quoted in The New Yorlr. Times Boolr.
Review, Sept. 29, 1991).
That's exactly what Yeats was
doing when he wrote of a "form ... of
hammered gold and gold enameling."
He could not have been envisioning
silicon-based intelligence.
He
grounded his vision in history and he
longed for a perfected human world in
which poets addressed the enlightened
leaders of a unified culture. Yeats also
had a cyclic view of history, and in
"The Second Coming" expressed his
horror of some beast "slouching
toward Bethlehem to be born."
It doesn't look as if Yeats' unified
culture-or Hardison's beast-will
come soon. Not if the Croats, the
Quebecois, and the MLA have
anything to say about it. In the mean
time, we have just concluded our
annual ricorso in Bethlehem, rewitnessing a phase-transition of
transcendingly miraculous potential.
What we saw and heard there is well
expressed by the words of those
contemporary minstrels, R.E.M.:
"It's the end of the world as we know it;
It's the end of the world as we know it;
It's the end of the world as we know it;
... and I feel fine.~ 0
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Letter from China:
The Grrening of China
Robert F. Blomquist
As I write these words, it is july in
coastal China. The heat and humidity
compete with oversized mosquitos for
my attention. I am teaching a course,
as part of Valparaiso University's
School of Law Summer Abroad
program,
on
International
Environmental Law and Policy to a
group of American Law students and
Chinese University students. We are
holding classes in the newlyconstructed buildings of Ningbo
University near the city of Ningbo,
Zhejiang Province-about forty miles
due south of Shanghai across the
Hangzhou Estuary. At night we stay in
comfortable rooms in the guest house
on campus. As part of my course, I
have invited Professor Wang Xi from
Wuhan University (about 800 miles
southwest of Ningbo) to give a few
lectures on Chinese environmental
law. Professor Wang's lectures during
the past few days have provoked some
serious reflections on my part on what
I characterize as the "greening of
China."
Robert Blomquist teaches in the School of
Law at VU and visited China in the
summer of 1991. He writes extensively on
the legal dimensions of environmental
issues.
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In the sixth century B.C., the
Chinese sage Lao-Tse wrote: "Men
depend on land; land depends on
heavens; heavens depend on [the] law
of nature; [the] law of nature depends
on thing-in-itself."
Twenty-five
centuries later, the inhabitants of
Zhongguo-the People's Republic of
China-are reexamining the wisdom
of their ancestors' insight on the
natural world. Indeed, the Chinese
have moved forward on several legal
fronts during the last decade to
improve their environment, while
initiating modern and ambitious
environmental laws ( •quan gin fa j.
First,
unlike
the
U.S.
Constitution, the 1982 Constitution of
the P.R.C. establishes a constitutional
foundation for protection of the
environment. Two articles in the 1982
Constitution are germane. Article 26
provides that "the State protects and
improves the living environment and
the ecological environment, prevents
and controls pollution and other
public hazards." Article 9 is more
sweeping. It provides that "mineral
resources, waters, forests, mountains,
grassland, unreclaimed land, beaches
and other natural resources are owned
by the State, that is by the whole
people ... "
Second,
another
recent
environmental policy development in
China IS the overhaul of its
comprehensive
Environ men tal
Protection Act in 1989. Initially
promulgated in 1979, the Chinese
Environmental Protection Act was
amended by the standing committee
of the National People's Congress
(China's national legislature) in 1989.
The revised legislation makes
enforcement of pollution standards a
priority through a threefold system of

administrative, civil, and criminal
penalties. In addition, the new act
clarifies the environmental duties of
national, provincial and municipal
governments while broadly defining
the "living environment" of China to
include "air, water, oceans, land ,
mineral resources, forests, pastures,
wildlife, historical sites, nature
preserves, sight-seeing locales, and
urban and rural areas." Moreover, in
provisions which meet-and even
exceed the letter of environmental
laws of most developed nations--the
1989 act imposes four specific duties
on private and public sources of
poilu tion:
(1) to incorporate
environmental protection measures
into their budgets and business plans;
(2) to establish accountability systems
for environmental quality; (3) to take
effective measures to prevent and
control pollution; and (4) to report
pollution discharges on a regular basis.
Third, in 1986, China overhauled
its General Principles of Civil Law,
which provide important rights for
Chinese
people
involved
in
environmental lawsuits.
Some
examples of civil law provisions cited
by Chinese judges in the last few years
include Article 98 ("a citizen enjoys
the right to life and health"), Article
123 ("[W]here engaging in work
which constitutes high risk to the
surroundings ... result in damages to
another, there must be civil liability"),
Article 124 ("[W]here there is a
violation of State provisions for the
protection of the environment from
pollution, and the pollution of the
environment causes loss to another,
there must be civil liability according
to law").
Of course, large gaps exist
between official Chinese government
The Cresset

policy on the environment and
achievement of real environmental
quality. Many urban areas (China has
38 cities with more than a million
inhabitants) still suffer from heavy air
pollution from industrial activity that
exceeds allowable permit levels, while
untreated sewage pours out into
blackened rivers and
canals
throughout the country. In some rural
areas, soil erosion and desertification
are
serious
problems,
while
indiscriminate use of pesticides and
chemical fertilizers often spur excess
nutrient growth in water supplies.
Moreover, falling water tables are
common place in certain regions of
China, brought about by overpumping
aquifers to satisfy the growing
agricultural need for irrigation water.
Indeed, under parts of the North
China Plain, water tables are dropping
up to a meter per year. From 1980 to
1988, the population of China (now
approaching 1.2 billion, approximately
one-fifth of the world's human
population) increased by 110 million
people. During the same period of
time-in order to fuel its burgeoning
GDP, which increased by 115.7
percent, and its increased industrial
production, which went up 179.7
percent-the total amount of energy
consumed increased by 320 million
standard coal units, while the
percentage of coal used for all energy
generation increased from 72.2
percent to 76.1 percent
The sudden urge in Chinese
spending on consumer durables
during the 1980s presents the prospect
of even more societal waste and
pollution being generated in future
years as a relatively higher Chinese
standard
of
living
triggers
environmental problems associated
with nascent modernization. For
example, according to the State
Statistical Bureau, between 1982 and
1987, the number of color televisions
grew from one percent to 35 percent
of urban Chinese households; the
share of washing machines increased
more than four times, from 16 to 67
percent; and refrigerators appeared in
20 percent of homes-up from one
percent
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It is probable that some recent
high visibility environmental measures
undertaken
by
the
Chinese
government are intended to distract
world public opinion from serious and
continuing civil rights abuses, which
culminated in the June 4, 1989
bloodshed in Tiananmen Square. The
Chinese government can also be
justifiably criticized for "talking a good
game" on environmental law, butlike many past examples of statedominated Socialist societies-often
failing to deliver the ambitious goals
set forth in the ever-present Five Year
Plans.
On balance, however, it seems
that
a
fundamental
social
transformation is taking place
throughout Chinese society. Serious-albeit imperfect and sometimes
misleading-attention is being given
to improving environmental quality.
In addition to the three major legal
policy developments mentioned
earlier, reliable evidence indicates that
the
Chinese
are
stressing
environmental education as part of
their new universal nine-year
compulsory education program;
criminally prosecuting violators of
wildlife protection laws intended to
safeguard
pandas and
other
endangered species; developing
incentives for factory managers to
comply with environmental laws;
planting "public greenbelts" in
hundreds of cities to stave off creeping
desertification; holding numerous
seminars and conferences on ecological
subjects; expanding and improving the
nation's forest preserves; encouraging
environmentally sustainable small
hydropower stations; and committing
scarce Yuans to pollution control
technology.
Furthermore, in recent years,
China has demonstrated environmental
leadership among the developing
nations of the world by signing or
joining many important international
environmental conventions, such as the
Convention on Ozone Layer
Protection, the Convention on the
Protection of Cultural and Natural
Heritages of the World, the
Convention on the International

Trade of Endangered Species, and the
Convention on Ocean Dumping.
In spite of the deplorable state of
China's past human rights record, it is
undeniable that China will be a major
player in any future international
agreement to address global warming,
transboundary acid rain, and other
emerging international environmental
problems. In this regard, China's
strong leadership position among 40
other developing countries was
poignantly demonstrated a few weeks
ago when it sponsored and hosted the
Ministerial
Conference
on
Environ men tal Development in
Beijing, which resulted in the Beijing
Declaration. With the 1992 United
Nations Conference on Environment
and Development scheduled for Rio
de Janeiro, the Beijing Declarationwhich stresses the integrated nature of
development and environmental
protection, the special needs of
developing countries, and the need for
further international cooperation in
the
field
of
environmental
protection-will undoubtedly be
important input into any multilateral
agreement on the global environment
arrived at in the aftermath of Rio de
Janeiro.
The United States should
applaud China for its recent
environ men tal dynamism, while
simulaneously urging it to do more in
the interests of both a sustainable
Asian-Pacific environment and global
ecosystem. However, as part of this
pragmatic foreign policy approach, the
United States needs to regain its
leadership role in espousing serious
reduction of its own, and other
industrialized nations', carbon dioxide
emissions from fossil fuels, which
comprise 60 percent of current
emissions (with 23 percent of the
world's population), in contrast to 40
percent of current C02 emissions
coming from less developed countries
(totalling 77 percent of world
population), like China. While the
challenge is daunting, as noted by a
famous Chinese proverb, "a journey of
a thousand miles must begin with a
single step." Cl
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On Modem Poetry:
Confessions of a
Refonned Addict
John H. Timmerman
People addicted to tobacco in
one form or another fondly tout the
day they quit their habit Some peg it
down to the very hour, this time when
they squashed their last butt, and like
evangelists for the Good Air Society
(GAS) go about spreading winds of
their good news. With far less
precision I recall breaking the equally
addictive habit of writing poetry. This
was not a planned break. It was like
this: I recently woke up in the middle
of the night, a time when I once wrote
poems, and realized that I had not
written a poem in something over two
years. No hypnosis, no pills, no
societies. A clean, sure break,
nonetheless. I was free.
Certain traits marked my poetry
addiction. It began, as so many of
those wretched habits do, out of a
perverted and wayward youth. Starved
for money as a seventh-grader and the
son of a college professor, lusting after
several young ladies whom I desired to
treat at the Cherie Inn Sundae
Shoppe, I whacked off three poems for
our junior high fine arts festival.
Emulating beauty pageants, which
were in that day a national passion of
innocence instead of passionate
John Timmerman professes English at
Calvin College. His writing appears in
many locations, and some of the poems he
here confesses have appeared in The
Cresset
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insolence, the judges called the places
in ascending order: third, second, first
I made three trips to the platform,
receiving checks in the amounts of 5,
10, and 15 dollars. I could have treated
every young lady in the Oakdale
Elementary School seventh grade. I
even detected a slightly greater
willingness in one of them to
accompany me. However, she opted
for a football game and a long walk
with the fullback who had fumbled
three times.
No matter, I was hooked.
Fame, of course, is relative. The
hero of the Oakdale Blue Devils
football team may indeed be a heroto the 743 people associated with
Oakdale School. People elsewhere talk
about their local boys. Many people
talk about state college heroes who
have 200 yard games. People nearly
everywhere talk about William Perry,
the one with the fingers two yards in
diameter, the one who eats 325
pounds of chicken before games.
Fame makes for good myth no matter
where it occurs.
Fame is the addiction of the
poet-my name is printed under that
poem. Never mind what's in the poem;
that's the stuff of myth. Succored by
my three consecutive trips to the
awards podium at Oakdale Elementary
School, I shot for bigger things. I
wrote stuff for the school annual, for ..
.. whatever I could. I was like Twain's
Emmeline Grangerford. I slapped
down lines and "never had to stop to
think." The odd thing was that certain
organizations kept insisting upon
giving me awards for it when I entered
their contests. When I was in 8th
grade, the public museum gave me a
first place for an obscure poem,
something to do with Ojibway Indians
as I recall the eminently forgettable
work. Recollection dims, because in
my frantic pursuit of fame, I forgot to
keep any copies of these pieces. Just
certificates of place and merit stuffed
in a box under a row of model cars I
made in the 9th grade, and which I
unearthed the other night while

looking for an old report card that
would prove to my son that I really did
pass algebra. I couldn't fmd the report
card. These people who nurtured my
illness, however, didn't understand the
monster they were making with their
ten-dollar awards and neatly
calligraphed certificates. By my
freshman year in college I was
certifiably a modern poetry junkie.
I did all the things a confirmed
poetry addict does. I read Dylan
Thomas's works three times through.
And wrote about 100 poems in
imitation. Even some of these were
published in the college Fine Arts
Review. I was on an aesthetic rollercoaster, sliding headlong into the
domain of Oscar Wilde. I even went to
Europe, trailing my parents on a
Fulbright excursion, and managed to
hang around Paris. I strolled along the
Seine, bought a beret, and wore it to
classes upon my return to college until
I lost it one night at a beach party
thrown by the college newspaper to
which I contributed random lines. I
won a first prize award in a poetry
competition for the western half of the
state in my senior year.
In
graduate
school
the
unthinkable happened. I began
submitting to journals, any journals,
some with the oddest names in
creation, ferreted out of Writer's Digest
and the like for addresses. Many of
these journals, these little magazines
that nurture the obsession, seem to
have the word "River" in their titles.
I'm not sure why. River of what? Most
of these manage to stay afloat only a
year or two before they drown in a
river of red ink. You can only put so
much garbage on a barge. All the
same, a poem from this dim period
won the Emerson Award at the
University. More encouragement.
Where were my friends in my hour of
need? They actually nurtured the Imp
of the Perverse, that desperate longing
for the mad edge of danger initiated
each time one sends out a 9 x 10
envelope with SASE.
My fellow grad students looked at
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me with envy, and envy is a deadly sin
to both parties, the envier and the
envied. Had I read Dante's Purgatorio
more carefully, surely I would have
understood this. But modem poetry,
you see, has no time for the pastalways the procreant urge and urge at
the
rivers
of
onrushing
subconsciousness as future slides
maddeningly to present.
Moreover, as one publishes in
these little mags one begins to
accumulate a "List of Publications."
When it gets to a half page, one wants
to go for a second; get to a second and
one is on to a third. Before long the
addict spends half the night cranking
out poetry, stealing money from the
grocery budget for postage. One lies
about it None of these little magazines
pay, of course. Instead they give
contributor's copies. But the list grows.
As the list of publications grows,
nurtured by all that river effluvia, the
addict begins publishing in better
magazines, those that have been
around for more that six months. You
want the hard stuff. But the
compulsion is nurtured in other ways
also.
For example, because I had
published these poems in grad school,
my first teaching position required
that I teach a creative writing seminar.
(This was in addition, of course, to
men taring the college fine arts
journal, which task, I now understand,
belongs in the Business Department.)
I knew even less about teaching
creative writing than I did about some
of the other courses I was doing at the
time-courses with foreign titles such
as "Business Communications." With
small colleges we learn diversity, and
how to stretch an inch of knowledge
into a yardstick of prattle. So it was
that I met with a dozen students who
wanted to "learn" creative writing. I
became a pusher. But also, to justify
my teaching I had to keep writing-a
vicious cycle.
We stood one day before the
large window on the third floor of the
campus library. The students may have
thought I had an "exercise" in mind
for them. Not so. We were looking out
the window for two reasons. First, it
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was an incomparably beautiful
campus, a joy simply to look upon.
Second, I was desperate for something
to "teach" and was watching for a
thunderbolt of an idea to burst across
the green. Poetry addicts in the later
extremes begin to mumble about
"inspiration." You know you're lost by
that point;
most
such
are
irrecoverable. They will go through life
mumbling about getting on with their
"work," and take sabbaticals to do it.
We saw a coed stumble out of the
basement laundry of a dorm. She
balanced a huge basket of wash, from
which brightly colored socks-as was
the fashion then-dangled like
streamers in the spring breeze. Her
box of Tide, perched atop the basket,
had tipped and trailed a stream of
granules in her wake.
"Okay," I said meaningfully to
the students, "describe her."
This one bit of sanity guided my
pedagogy: I never assigned a project to
a creative writing class that I didn' t do
myself. I sat down, scribbled out a
poem, and submitted it to the Hart
Crane Poetry Competition. It won first
prize. And, worse, the prize carried a
two-hundred dollar award. An almost
scandalous amount in those years. In
the same year I had the misfortune to
win first prize in the Stephen Vincent
Benet Competition-more prestige,
less cash.
Two bad results have ensued.
First, although I have learned
absolutely nothing about teaching
creative writing in the years since, I
still am required to do that mad thing.
It is done with considerable guilt, to be
sure. I am not amoral. I have
contributed to the delinquency of
minors, majors, and several biology
students. Worse yet, some of them
have already won prizes and are
footloose on the slippery slope of
poetry addiction. It does not matter
that I have tried to entice every
colleague in my department to
volunteer to teach this course,
appealing even to our resident
linguist. None accepts and the
chairman has been deaf to my need.
Several in the department have
published poems and so match my

qualifications. I have come to the
conclusion that, while all fine arts
products should be mentored by
Business Department Faculty, teaching
this course belongs in the Economics
Department. The second bad result
was the full understanding that I was
saturated with the illness of modern
poetry addiction. Despite my protests,
I was a closet addict, secretly in love
with the stuff.
At this last stage I was meeting,
over a period of two years, once a
month on a Saturday morning with
several friends for a "poetry breakfast"
For three hours or so, we slouched
over
omelets
and
poems,
complimenting or criticizing one or
the other with no bars holding us.
These were family restaurants. We
were required to write four or five
poems a month for review. We were
close enough friends, albeit in
different professions-psychiatrist,
bank-teller, unemployed attorney, and
teacher-to be nothing less than
completely honest. Even though it
hurt, our poetry got better-meaning
that it could win more prizes. It was
about that time that I won one of my
last prizes: a first place in the Dyer-Ives
Competition. One member of the
group milked a poem for three first
prizes in three different competitions,
netting him somewhere in the
neighborhood of $300 for a 12 line
poem.
And then the unthinkable
happened. I began to realize that my
Christianity ought to make some
difference in my art (as I had begun to
call it). So I imagined God writing a
poem, and wrote a poem about it, and
won first prize in a poetry competition
sponsored by the Center for the Study
of Christian Values in Literature,
which featured it prominently in a
journal called Literature and Belief.
What more could a Christian poet ask
for? Instant absolution for my
addiction.
That was the presumable point of
no return, until I came back, gasping
and choking, like one returning from
the dead.
Why is this illness, this "disease"
as some liberals would have it called,
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so serious? Let me suggest only the
primary issues.
1. Poetry-writing as practiced
today inures the writer from the world
in an essentially private psychic
universe. Modern poetry suggests that
we feel rather than think, that the
world may be reduced to images
rather than ideas. One manifestation
of this appears when a student hands
me a poem to read. I say to the writer,
"I don't understand this." I receive
either a wounded or a pitying look.
Am I not supposed to understand it?
Are modern poets talking a special
language to themselves?
2. Poetry-writing celebrates
concision over elaboration. Ideas are
truncated rather than developed.
Lines, most of which have no essential
reason for being as they are, force the
meaning in and in, on what? A
shrunken nugget of an image. If the
idea is worthwhile, why not let it grow?
3. Stylistically, modern poetrywriting works on impulses rather than
meter and rhyme. One seldom hears a
good reason for the modern poet's
beginning or ending a line other than
"It feels right" One also seldom hears
a good line. Metered poetry in the
modern mind is bad poetry. Rhyme is
sentimental, something reserved for
Hallmark cards, which modern poets
tend to scorn. Modern poets, for the
most part, don't believe that e. e.
cummings worked his silly mind sick
rev1smg his poems-"Rosebud"
through 125 drafts by one count They
believe that what comes is right, and
because they don't understand the
aesthetics of cummings, or Eliot, orno, let's not mention Pound-they
believe that whatever they feel like
doing constitutes an acceptable
aesthetic. Doing whatever one feels
like may constitute many things, from
a walk in the woods to a midday nap,
but not at all a reasonable aesthetic.
And aesthetics, to my wakening mind,
had to mean something. Especially for
Christians the worth of the work was to
be at least as meritorious as the worth
of the idea.
4. The egocentricity of the "I"
struts through poems in a
psychological strip-tease. If I were to
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have my way, no poem today would be
permitted to use the first person
singular pronoun until the fourth
stanza or so. I also prefer poems only
three stanzas long. Count the number
of poems that begin with "1." Who
cares? Can't we have ideas, or events,
or places, for a change? This
excavation of the psyche has reached
the level of mucky egomania.
How did I rehabilitate myself
from this disease-illness that strikes so
insidiously, that eats up night-time
hours with writing, devours days of
travelling to poetry readings, spews
little magazines with recycled ideas on
recycled papers across the nation?
How to resuscitate the mindless corpse
so many years buried in addiction?
My own rehabilitation began, I
now believe as I trace a dusty back trail
looking for signs, with a renewed
appreciation for writing fiction. It
happened like this. The next step after
publishing in little mags and winning
competitions, after inflating that
"publication list" to three or four
pages with poems nobody but the poet
and her immediate family has read, is
to publish a volume of poetry. Twice I
had volumes of poetry accepted by
small presses and scheduled for
publication. The first press simply
packed up and called it quits. The
second went bankrupt with my volume
ready for typesetting. Divine
interference, some might say. Dark
despair for me, which as Jung
demonstrated , is the first step in
confronting our shadow. Where else
does one go? To one-half dozen
national competitions.
By this point, I recognized that I
was dissatisfied with the imagist fare of
the time, the poetic craze that was
driving me crazy. Furthermore, I had
had it with poems that substituted
abstractions for ideas. If I had to read
one more poem about love,
friendship, or someone's grandfather,
I would scream. (By this point,
understand, I was being asked to judge
poetry contests for high schools,
societies, and so forth.) But I wanted
that volume out. I decided to come
clean, to start anew. I wrote a volume
of narrative poems. I loved them. So

did several readers. I received some
glowing notes from them, which is
unusual in competitions. But the
prizewinner, if I remember right, was a
volume of imagist verse on something
like life in an Appalachian rugweaver's cabin. Each strand in the rug
was a symbol. I wondered what the rug
looked like, where it was laid on the
floor, how much the weaver got for it
In short, I was moving from poetry to
story.
Which drove me to look again at
the poems I was then writing. I was
struck by the fact that they were
stories. Instead of images and
impressions, instead of a symbol every
sixth word, characters were living in
these poems, and they had stories to
tell. I actually enjoyed rereading them
for the sake of the story rather than
the fact that I had written them. (By
this you shall know them-poetry
addicts are forever rereading their
poems but not revising them enough).
This is what I had been working
toward-the beginning place of all art,
and indeed, along with rhyme and
meter, the beginning place of all great
poetry until the modern era. In the
heat of some late nights, then, I began
doing what I should have done, writing
these stories out in prose. They kept
poetic qualities, to be sure. Who says
fiction can't be poetic, responsible to
meter, melody, even rhyme? Indeed, it
may have imagery, real imagery;
figures of speech developed in a
rhetorical con text rather than an
impression.
Other surprises appeared .
Fiction, for example, requires a
coherence and a unity with which
poetry hardly troubles. In poetry, the
unity is the individual perception; the
coherence the relation of imageimpressions. Fiction requires that one
think. A plot must adhere, cohere, and
inhere. It must begin someplace other
than the writer's inspiration, go
somewhere other than the writer's
whim, end somewhere other than the
writer's self-gratification. All this
requires some brainwork. I found a
left-brain that had lain dormant for
years.
This third thing. A story is told
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for and to someone. Too often
modern poetry consists of a writer
flagellating a wounded psyche or
strutting some personal travail; a kind
of travail literature unique to our age.
Lost is the sense of audience . Who
really gives a rip about all these
tortured dreams? Stories move
audiences, not snippets of Freudian
psychology.
Finally, prose and fiction provide
a linguistic challenge that modern
poetry has contentedly ignored.
Modern poets seldom use words with
power. They don 't have the rhetorical
context to do so. Seldom do I see good
linguistic amateurs, those in love
(amo, amare, etc.) with words. Prose
provides the greater space required to
let a word live and play on the page.

Once an addict, always an addict.
True, I retain bad habits. In addition
to my regular writing times (don't
bother calling Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday mornings), I still get roused
from bed once or twice a week around
~ a.m . I still brew the cup of hot
chocolate while the idea germinates. I
still shuffie downstairs to the desk and
jot the ideas out. Moreover, on rare
occasions I still submit stories to
journals where I think the readers will
like them. This has been rare. My list
of fiction publications is only a page
long, that after years. But, then, it can
take a year to polish a good short story.
I have entered several minor fiction
contests and have won a first and a
third prize. I recognize the symptoms.
And I fight them. I have started five

novels and finished three of them.
One was sent out and published.
Another is under consideration. The
illness still simmers on low burner in
my blood stream. But I am content. I
have an audience even if the audience
doesn't know it. I'm telling them
stories. I'm giving them characters.
When I write about them, I sometimes
find tears in my eyes or I howl with
laughter, down there in the study
during the late night. I do that for my
unknown audience. And I try to give
that audience the best writing of which
I am capable, full of good words, of
bright imagery, of hard, sharp
sentences. For the love of the thing;
not for myself. CJ

• In February, the Cresset takes up Medical Issues
Paul Laurizen on technological reproduction; Trecy Lysaught
on liturgies of healing; Edward Langerak on Thomasma and
Graber's Euthanasia; Tom Droege on stories of illness; Jim
Combs on doctors; and reviews of books by Stanley
Hauerwas, William F. May and Derek Humphreys.
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Together Again

Neusner, Jacob. Jews and Christians:
The Myth of a Common Tradition.
Philadelphia: Trinity International
Press, 1991. 159pp. $14.95.
Charlesworth, James, ed. Jews and
Christians: Exploring the Past, Present,
and Future. New York: Crossroad,
1990. 258pp. $19.95.
Braybrooke, Marcus. Time to Meet:
Towards a Deeper Relationship Between
Jews and Christians. Philadelphia:
Trinity International Press, 1990.
$13.95.
Books summarizing the status of
Jewish-Christian dialogue entering the
1990s are surfacing in increasing
numbers. That such books are
beginning to appear might suggest
that the dialogue entering its fourth
decade of contemporary fruitful
interchange might be facing a
crossroad. At the very least, each of
the three books serving as material for
this review views the dialogue from a
different perspective reaching for a
new level. Whether the dialogue can
reach the new level according to these
authors may depend on the willingness
of dialogue partners to shift to a new
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framework for dialogue. Of course,
each of these authors envisions a
different strategy each of which leads
in directions that may not be
compatible with the suggestions of
others. As readers or participants in
dialogue, we will make our judgments
on the basis of what seems to fit the
present situation.
However, the problem of
assessing the present situation is tricky
and remains a serious weakness of at
least two of these volumes. The
glaring lack of awareness of what has
been accomplished on various levels is
especially obvious in Neusner's book.
Neusner's claim regarding the
traditions of Judaism and Christianity
is valid even while it is far from novel.
Arthur Cohen long ago challenged the
notion of a Judea-Christian tradition
and Neusner has argued many times
before that dialogue between religions
is nonsensical. At this point in JewishChristian conversation Neusner's
effort to reiterate what appears to be
self-evident to most makes the
argument less than attractive and the
retreat to the material tiresome.
What would have been far more
enticing is a creative advance on
Neusner's central thesis. Cohen's
challenge to the notion of a JudeaChristian tradition is now simply a
working assumption for dialogue.
This popular view of a common
tradition has done much to distort the
actual historical relationship between
Christianity and Judaism, the
respective impact on culture of each
and the independent, living traditions
that each represent. At worst, the
notion of a Judea-Christian tradition
implies that little has happened to
Judaism since the inception of
Christianity and results in a notion of
dialogue that is a distorted
reductionism-that there is an evident
common ground between the two
religions.The end result of this
reductionism has been a desire to

eliminated difference for the sake of
commonality, a tactic as unproductive
as it is distortive of the traditions.
Still, the dialogue is moving
creatively toward a different approach
that assumes that the most interesting
points of discussion might be at points
of legitimate difference-that is, on
subjects that require each partner to
offer distinctive views. These areas of
discussion lie m such diverse
conversations
as
on
basic
interpretation of the Hebrew
scripture, differing views of the
messianic, and of the significance of
Jesus, notions of the covenant and the
respective roles of God and humanity
in the covenant, the importance of the
land of Israel. Surely, progress on the
last of these issues (the land of Israel)
will be made not by assuming a
common tradition on this theme but
by recognizing the distinctive views of
the
two traditions and the
independent legitimacy of the
arguments offered by Jews and
Christians. Neusner hints at an
interest in this kind of dialogue, but
unfortunately shows little awareness of
the rich accomplishments of the
dialogue in the last decade.
This weakness in Neusner's
approach is lam en table since he is
undoubtedly a foremost scholar in
American Jewish circles. One could
hope for a more creative effort from
this leading thinker that does more
than present tired arguments and
parade once again his analysis of the
first four centuries of Christian and
Jewish thought. For the uninitiated,
Neusner's scholarship on this period is
still well worth the reading, but as an
assessment of the current dialogue and
a challenge for future work, the book
adds little for the knowledgeable.
Charlesworth offers nearly the
opposite approach by gatheringthe
papers of a recent conference into an
uneven collection of efforts to assess
specific issues of the recent dialogue.
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The approach is made more novel by
the effort to include transcripts of the
actual scholarly interchange at the
conference. We are, at least, given a
flavor of the variety of opinions on the
issues and the kinds of challenges that
can be offered for nearly any position.
But Charlesworth's work, despite the
value that this approach offers, suffers
the limitation of any conference in
that it is only as strong as the
contributors. Unfortunately most of
the contributors show little knowledge
of most of the work that has been
accomplished in dialogue, especially in
America (e.g., Hillerbrand's essay on
Luther shows little knowledge of the
massive work done both in scholarly
and in church circles in the U.S.).
Even so, there are gems in the book
such as the essay by Roy Eckardt that
reflects Eckardt's own ability to move
easily in American and European
dialogue circles.
Even more than this dexterity,
Eckardt also shows two qualities that
make his contribution worth reading
the book. He is able to identify clearly
what the issues of the contemporary
dialogue are, especially in noting the
specific agenda that our postHolocaust era creates for dialogue.
No Christian theology, argues Eckardt,
can genuinely engage Jews if it does
not include a recognition of Christian
contributions to the cultural antiSemitism that has characterized much
of Jewish-Christian relation since the
fourth century and paved the way for
the virulent forms of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. Even more,
though, Eckardt offers new ground for
dialogue by suggesting that the
dialogue needs to examine the
critiques of feminist theologies and
liberation theologies even while we
tacklethe continuing difficulties of
Jewish-Christian relations. Unlike
most of the other essays of this volume,
Eckardt truly has an eye on the future
of dialogue and a desire to move the
dialogue forward to new vistas.
The third volume of the group is
a slim book aimed toward general
audiences, just the combination that
results in superficial surveys. At first,
Braybrooke's effort seems to be only
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that, but the size and sweep of the
book are deceiving. Braybrooke, the
former executive director of Britain's
Council of Christians and Jews, is
someone who moves well between
America and Europe in general and
academic circles; and the text is a
masterful balancing act between these
audiences. What is a liability of the
other texts we are reviewing is a
strength in this volume . Unlike
Neusner's lack of innovation and
awareness of the recent dialogue,
Braybrooke exhibits a learned
appreciation of the dimensions and
accomplishments of the present
dialogue. Even more, Braybrooke has
slyly introduced the sort of challenges
to the typical shape of dialogue that
hint at new levels and possibilities. His
review of themes such as christology
and the modern State of Israel shows
both a grasp of detail, knowledge of
principal
sources
(American,
European and Israeli), and a sense of
the needed new direction for
conversation. This challenge for the
nineties is couched in a healthy
respect for difference (both of opinion
and of religious identity) but still with
options for movement on both sides of
the table. Even if readers are not
persuaded by the radical suggestions
offered by Braybrooke, we leave the
reading with an enhanced knowledge
of what has been contributed by
leading thinkers and a respect for
Braybrooke' s
forward-looking
approach.
Among those dramatic proposals
that Braybrooke offers are his claim
that any christology must "escape the
shackles of Chalcedon" and that
dialogue and not mission is the only
appropriate relationship of Christians
to Jews . These proposals are not
radical for the direction of dialogue
today, but Braybrooke encourages the
partners in dialogue to carry the ideas
forward, to envision what these
proposals mean for our individual
religious identities and the potential to
work together. One striking idea from
Braybrooke's chapter on "Faith after
Auschwitz" can become a fascinating
example of what lies on the horizon of
dialogue. He argues that faith is the

trust that self-giving love will eventually
triumph, but "there is no certainty that
it will .... " To be thrown back on this
level of uncertainty is a precarious and
uneasy place for Christians to be. If we
cannot be certain of God's triumph,
let alone of the efficacy of God's acts
of redemption, then we are truly
envisioning a course of risk.
Braybrooke's point leads us to a
conception of our own claims that are
far less triumphalistic than we have
been inclined to be in the past. But, in
a post-Holocaust world, we have
become far more aware of the power
of evil and less certain of the triumph
of good. We act not so much out
brash confidence but out of risky faith.
But this new sense of humility before
God and people may be our only
choice if we are to be genuine, and
after all, if we are to be true to our own
spiritual heritage. The challenge is to
begin to unravel what this means for
the future of dialogue. We discover
already that in our humility we are
more dependent on the spiritual
riches of our tradition and on the gifts
of spiritual strength from other
religious traditions such as Judaism.
We discover the truth that our age
desperately needs a vision of healing, a
vision that matches our despair;
realistically we realize that such a
vision can be offered by Jews and
Christians only in seeing the risky faith
that this vision is founded on. Towork
toward this vision is a challenge for
dialogue I can become excited about,
indeed, which I have seen flower
already in many of the conversations
in which I find myself.
I wish I could wholeheartedly
recommend all of these texts (and
there are strengths in each), but both
Neusner and Charlesworth have left us
with little more than a not-soenlightening review of what has been.
Still, one out of three is not too bad.
Braybrooke clearly and adeptly offers
us a very enlightening and thoughtprovoking look at what can be; if that
offer comes in the shape of a risky
venture, it is nevertheless, an exciting
venture indeed.

Jim Moore
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Toward FuU Communion and Concordat
of Agreement:
Lutheran-Episcopal
Dialogue, Series III Ed. William A.
Norgren and William G. Rusch,
Augsburg Fortress, 1991.

This very readable publication is
recommended to all who desire insight
into the dialogue process, whether or
not they agree with the Concordat.
Theological dialogue challenges one
to careful study. Its full impact is
frequently lost upon those whose
predetermined judgments color their
reading. One need not agree with
everything that dialogue produces; but
all who are seriously concerned with
ecumenical relationships can profit
from dialogue.
The goal of LED III was
mandated in 1982. Following chapters
on the historical impasse, theological
consensus, ministry, and historic
episcopate, full comunion is defined.
Members of each body may receive
sacraments of the other; bishops of
each
church
participate
in
consecrations of bishops of the other
church; clergy of each communion
may exercise liturgical functions in
congregations of the other; organs of
consultation strengthen common
witness, life and service. Unity is not
viewed as a result of process, but as a
gift from the reconciling Christ.
The Concordat details necessary
steps to achieve agreement in faith

and episcopacy. The Episcopal Chuch
is to acknowledge the full authenticity
of ordained ministries of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America, while endorsing the
affirmation that the historic episcopate
under the word of God must always
serve the gospel. The ELCA is to
revise its practices regarding
Ordination, while affirming the
teaching of the Augustana that
Lutherans never intend to depart from
the faith and praxis of catholic
Christianity. Both bodies will establish
a commission to moderate changes as
maybe made.
Each communion also agrees to
maintain present agreements (e.g.,
LWF and the Anglican Communion)
and engage in dialogue with other
traditions. At a given date both bodies
will announce that they share "one
ordained ministry in two churches that

are in full communion, still
autonomous in structure yet
interdependent in doctrine, mission,
and ministry."
The Concordat acknowledges
with thanksgibing the unity already
given in Christ. It confesses that the
church can only be one "because it is
constituted by the gospel in word and
sacrament, and there is but one
gospel," words with which Lutherans
can most certainly resonate. Surely a
strength of the Concordat is found in
the conviction that the gospel is to be
manifested faithfully in the misson of
the church. Some weaknesses were
obviously detected since three of the
ELCA members provided a dissenting
report, while three LCMS participants
voted as a bloc to abstain. In response,
an assenting report prays that the
controversy, which some fear, will not
be incited by those determined in
advance to resist full communion.
John F. Johnson

Cl James Moore teaches in the
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